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Chapter 1

Introduction and Data

This deliverable (D2.3) of the Dicta-Sign project presentswork associated mainly with WorkPackage 2

(WP2) and focuses on the development of a basic probabilistic framework for Continuous Sign Language

Recognition (CSLR). In its core research, it reports progress results on several fundamental problems in

automatic continuous sign recognition, such as multicue visual processing of sign videos, learning of data-

driven subunits and lexicon, temporal segmentation, and generally the extension of Hidden Markov Mod-

els (HMMs) technology and related tools for statistical inference to the complex multidimensional spatio-

temporal patterns of sign language. It also reports work on two novel and demanding research challenges of

CSLR, the fusion of multiple information sources (e.g. multiple cues and/or different sign modalities), and

statistical adaptation to conditions of mismatch and largevariability.

Continuous Sign Language Recognition (CSLR) is a highly demanding research field, which presents

many challenging issues across multiple disciplines. We have addressed several problems in automatic CSLR

from the statistical visual modeling and pattern recognition viewpoints, as well as from the prerequisite

processing of the video data based on computer vision. Some of the research paths we have explored include

the following. We have worked on statistical modeling so as to account for core issues, inherent in sign

languages. Such are the multiple visual cues which are articulated in a parallel as well as in a sequential

structure. One major source of information is movement and intra-movement cues, e.g. the type and direction

of movement. Another cue is position which is concerned withthe place-of-articulation points interlaced in

time with movements, thus providing sequential structure between these two cues. The hands are articulators

which yield high variation leading to another manual cue, handshape. Finally, facial cues are the most

controversial to handle. This is since face is the source of multiple information cues; these can be employed

afterwards across multiple linguistic levels, from the phonetics to higher level sentence structure.

Despite the up to now research progress such things as a “phoneme-set” or a phoneme-level lexicon with

phonetic transcriptions are not yet standard for sign language. Nor is it easy, in terms of the required time,

to produce precise phonetic-level transcriptions on sign language (SL) corpora given the multiple parallel

cues involved. By phonetic transcriptions we refer to the annotation of visual events. Phoneme in sign

corresponds to basic components of the multiple cues, e.g. abasic movement, or handshape. Thus, in our

approaches we have worked towardscomputationally derived subunits. These constitute the basic minimal
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set of visual phonetic models which compose sign articulation.

Highlights of the above research efforts include the dynamic-static framework, the handshape modeling,

the phonetics-based subunits, the canonical phonetic subunits, the unsupervised extreme states detection of

facial cues. For the above to be feasible, it is requisite we employ an efficient yet accurate front-end visual

processing component: visual tracking for the hands and head and extraction of movement-position features,

visual modeling for the handshape and feature extraction (Affine Shape-Appearance Model) and similarly

for the face visual modeling and feature extraction (AAM andextensions).

Finally, the output of the recognition system as well as its by-products include further exploitable infor-

mation such as: the decoding and segmentation of continuousor isolated signs, via phonetically-meaningful

symbols. Another important output is the constructed data-driven lexica that can refer to any or all of the

processed cues, i.e. movement-position, handshape or facial cues.

1.1 Contributions

During the third year we have extended and expanded the recognition framework as well as the directly

related visual processing components that were reported inthe previous year deliverables (D2.1, D1.1,

D2.2 [38,60,39]. The main tasks that the sign language recognition effort dealt with during the third year are

related tocontinuous sign language recognition, facial processing, fusion of multiple cues and modalities,

incorporation ofphonetics informationand dealing withmultiple signers. This work includes in more detail

the following:

1. Data: The incorporation of the Dicta-Sign’s Continuous Corpus data for visual front-end processing so

that appropriate visual features are produced for the recognition tasks. Apart from the main continuous

corpus, other corpora and datasets have been employed too inorder to facilitate the experimental

evaluation accordingly.

2. Visual Processing and Features:The multiple modalities visual modeling and visual featureextraction

(tracking, handshape, face) for the continuous corpus.

3. Statistical SL Recognition Framework:The advancement of statistical subunit modeling for continu-

ous recognition by accounting for phonetic information.

4. Fusion:The integration of information from multiple sources: non-dominant hand, movement-position,

handshape and face into the recognition framework.

5. Signers:The incorporation of signer independent models and signer adaptation.

6. Experiments:Extensive experimentation and both qualitative and systematic quantitative evaluation

of the proposed methods.
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Visual Processing Advances:1 The visual processing research directions account for the tracking, hand-

shape and facial modeling and features for the processing ofContinuous Dicta-Sign data. The new contribu-

tions include:

1. Advancements in Visual Front-End:the refinement of the visual processing and tracking frameworks

for feature extraction so that to account for issues that arise by the processing of multiple signers of

the Continuous Dicta-Sign Corpus.

2. Advancements in Face Modeling:face tracking, processing and modeling for the Continuous Dicta-

Sign Corpus for further exploitation of facial features into the recognition system.

3. Supplementary Datasets:the acquisition and processing of supplementary data (the Supplementary

Kinect data and the Continuously Articulated Phrases Database).

Recognition Advances: The main research efforts in SL recognition were: 1) the phonetic oriented

statistical subunit modeling with extensions accounting for multiple signers and adaptation for continuous

data 2) the unsupervised extreme states classification of facial cues 3) the fusion and incorporation of multiple

cues/modalities. The corresponding research contributions include in more detail the following:

1. Phonetic Modeling and Recognition:the advancement of the statistical subunit system concerning

newly introduced aspects such as: 1) the accounting of phonetics information leading to thePDTS

Phonetics-Based Subunits, 2) the introduction ofraw/canonical phonetic subunitsthat incorporate

dynamic-static statistics and still retain phonetic information.

2. Multiple Signers:the employment of canonical phonetic subunits for signer adaptation.

3. Facial Cues:introduction of a new method for the unsupervised extreme states classification base don

previous year global and local facial cues.

4. Handshape Subunits:the application of the previous year’s handshape affine shape-appearance fea-

tures via the subunit based system for the Continuous Dicta-Sign Corpus data.

5. Multiple Cues/Modalities Fusion:1) incorporation of multiple hands models and non-dominanthand,

and fusion of the movement-position with handshape subunits. 2) incorporation of facial cues after

building on the outputs of the unsupervised extreme states classification. This incorporation is based

on higher level detections related with linguistic phenomena.

6. Evaluation: the exploitation of supplementary specific evaluation measures that are adapted to the

specific requirements.

7. Supplementary Dicta-Sign Corpus:the incorporation of the Dicta-Sign project data within thewhole

segmentation, subunit based recognition framework.

1We include in this Report advances on visual processing due to the strong direct dependency with the WP2 objectives and since

there is not a corresponding written deliverable in WP1 for the third year.
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8. Experiments:Extensive systematic experimental evaluations covering aspects of all the contributions.

9. Demos:Some results of WP2 are used in the main project demos (see WP7and WP8).

1.2 Report Structure

The sections that follow in this Chapter 1 include the following: In Section 1.4 a brief overview of the

approaches employed in terms of computational components and their employment across the different Cor-

pora, Datasets and recognition Tasks. We then incorporate in Section 1.3 a short description of the data em-

ployed for the various tasks evaluated by the visual processing and recognition framework. The presentation

of the visual processing contributions follow in Chapter 2.Chapter 3 presents the core movement-position

approaches for the computational phonetic subunits. Chapter 4 includes the integration of multiple hands

information, the handshape subunit modeling and handshapefusion. For the facial cues, we first present the

unsupervised extreme states classification approach for the recognition of facial cues, and then directions

on their incorporation for recognition by taking advantageof their relations with linguistic phenomena. In

Chapter 5 we present material for the accounting of signer independent models and signer adaptation. Chap-

ter 6 contains all the recognition and classification experimentation both for isolated and continuous sign

recognition. Section 6.1.1 is contributed by the Univ. of Surrey (UniS) group on isolated and dictation style

sign recognition.

1.3 Datasets

Depending on the experiment, the methods to be evaluated andthe desired task each time we have employed

data from multiple datasets, corpora:

• GSL Lemmas (1046)

• GSL Continuous Corpus

• GSL Kinect Lemmas Dataset - 94 (NTUA)

• GSL Continuous Phrases Dataset - 113 (ILSP-NTUA)

The Greek Sign Language Lemmas Corpus (Dicta-Sign)is an isolated Greek Sign Language (GSL)

database and consists of 1046 signs, 5 repetitions each fromtwo native signers (a male and a female). The

background is uniform and the original, video sequences have resolution of 1440x1080 pixels, recorded at

50 frames per second, interlaced. The camera setup consistsof four cameras, one facing front, one as a birds

eye, one at the side of the signer and one bumblebee.

TheGreek Sign Language (GSL) Corpuscontains data of multiple tasks and native signers.

The processed videos’ have a resolution of 720x576 pixels at25 fps, and have sign-level transcriptions.

Among the various tasks contained we have focus on data from Tasks 4, 2a and Signers 12B and 11A.
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Frame-56 Frame-66 Frame-71 Frame-77 Frame-87 Frame-92 Frame-113

Figure 1.1: Snapshots from video “3-24” of the Greek Sign Language Lemmas Corpus (Dicta-Sign). The

performed sign is the first repetition of the GSL lemma “START”

Frame-66 Frame-71 Frame-77 Frame-87 Frame-92 Frame-96 Frame-102

Frame-126 Frame-127 Frame-131 Frame-138 Frame-146 Frame-150 Frame-152

Figure 1.2: Sampled frame sequences extracted from videos of the GSL Continuous Corpusfor Task2a,

Signer 011A (top) and Task4, Signer 012B (bottom)

Frame-497 Frame-498 Frame-499 Frame-500 Frame-501 Frame-502 Frame-503

Figure 1.3: Snapshots fromGSL Continuous Phrases Dataset, performed by the official demonstration

signer.

The Greek Sign Language (GSL) Kinect Lemmas 94dataset consists of 94 signs recorded via Kinect

XBOX from five signers (2 non-native signers and 3 non-signers), acquired at NTUA (National Tech. Univ.

of Athens).

The Greek Sign Language (GSL) Continuous Phrases Corpusdataset consists of phrases 56 phrases

sharing a 113 signs vocabulary with Task-4 of the ContinuousGSL Dicta-Sign Corpus. These are recorded
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via both Kinect XBOX and an HD camera. One official native singer participated in these recording sessions

These consist of Phrase Sets as well as the 113 entries in isolated mode. A restricted set of phrases is acquired

with a supplementary signer.

Supplementary to the above, theSign Language Corpus BU400[16] has been employed in the first phase

of the project in the absence of any intra-project data, or for evaluations in case of existing transcriptions, as

for instance face cues. BU400 is continuous American Sign Language (ASL) database and consists of 843

utterances over a vocabulary of 406 words and four differentsigners. The background is uniform and the

original, video sequences have resolution of 648x484 pixels, recorded at 60 frames per second.

1.4 Components, Data and Experiments Overview

We provide a brief overview of the approaches employed in terms of computational components and their

employment across the different Corpora, Datasets and recognition Tasks. This overview is based Table 1.4.

On the top rows of the table we list corpora and datasets employed for various experiments. These contain

important parameters of the datasets and the correspondingtask as they are related with the application of the

approaches. Such are for instance the incorporated number of signers, the vocabulary length, the existence

or not of phonetic annotations.

The left side of the table lists the main approaches employedin terms of their corresponding higher-level

computational components. These are named after both an abstract alphanumeric (A1,A2, etc) as well as a

short mnemonic name derived from the name of the approach.

• We assign the basic movement-position related phonetic components under the class Phonetic Model-

ing:

A1 : Dynamic-Static Classification and Modeling and Subunits (su-DSCM)

A2 : Phonetics-based Subunits (su-PhonPDTS)

• The Fusion related to multiple-cues/modalities components consist of:

B1 : Multiple Hands Models and Non-Dominant Hand incorporation (su-MB)

C1 : Affine Shape-Appearance Modeling for Handshape subunits and handshape fusion (su-Aff-

SAM)

D1 : Unsupervised Extreme States Classification for Facial Cues (UnESC)

• The components which account for signer independent modelsand signer adaptation are:

E1 : Multi-Train (mTrain)

E2 : Raw Canonical Phonetic Subunits (su-RawCanon)

E3 : Canonical Phonetic Subunits (su-Can)

• Finally comes the Lexicon component which is always data-driven and is dependent on the employed

subunit modeling component.
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Experimental Set-Up

Database BU-400 DLem DLem DC DC KLem-NTUA ContPhrase-ILSP-NTUA

SL ASL GSL GSL GSL GSL GSL GSL

Task 6 Stories - - Task-4 Task-4/Task-2 Cont Phrases

Vocabulary ≤ 94 300 945 113 200 94 113

Signers 1 2 1 1 2 5 1

Lexicon DD HamNoSys HamNoSys DD DD HamNoSys DD

Component Type/Name Components Combination

Phonetic Modeling

A1: SU-DD X X X X X X

A2: SU-P X X X

Fusion

B1: Multiple Hands (su-MB) X X X X X

C1: Handshape (su-Aff-SAM) X X

D1: Face (UnESC) X

Multiple Signers

E1: mTrain X X X

E2: Raw-Canon X X X X X

E3: Canon X

Table 1.1: Overview of Components and Approaches (Left Side), and Recognition Tasks (Datasets and parameters) (Top).
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Chapter 2

Visual Processing for Continuous

Recognition

2.1 Hands’ Visual Processing

2.1.1 Segmentation, Tracking and Labeling

As an initial step of the visual front-end, we use the video processing system that we have presented in [53].

In the current work, we consider that the output of this subsystem at every frame is a set of skin region

masks together with one or multiplelabels{ H, L, R} assigned to every mask. These labels correspond to the

body-parts of interest for sign language recognition: head (H), left hand (L) and right hand (R). The case

that a mask has multiple labels reflects anoverlapof the 2D regions of the corresponding body-parts, i.e.

with respect to the camera’s point of view, there is anocclusionof some body-part(s) from other part(s).

Probabilistic Skin Color Modeling : Similarly to various existing methods [6, 2, 7, 55], the lower level

of our sign language video processing is based on the color cue. Since the human skin has a characteristic

color footprint, this cue is used in the detection of the body-parts of interest, i.e. the signer’s hands and

head. More precisely, we consider a Gaussian model of the signer’s skin color in the orthogonal color space

YCbCr. The orthogonal color spaces reduce the redundancy presentin RGBcolor channels and represent

the color information with components that are as statistically uncorrelated as possible. As the luminance

and chrominance components are explicitly separated in theYCbCr space we keep the two chromaticity

components(Cb,Cr). In this way we obtain some degree of robustness to illumination changes [27].

Skin Mask Extraction and Morphological Refinement and Segmentation: In each frame, a first

estimation of the skin maskS0 is derived by thresholding at every pixel~x the valueps(Cb(~x), Cr(~x)) of the

learned skin color distribution. The extracted skin maskS0 may contain spurious regions as well as holes

inside the head area because of visible parts with color different from skin, e.g. eyes, mouth, when the lips

are open or potential beard or glasses. For these reasons, weemploy an algorithm to regularize the setS0,
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(a) Input (b)S0 (c) S1 (d) S2 (e)S2 ⊖ B (f) SegmentedS2

Figure 2.1: Intermediate and final results of the skin mask extraction and morphological segmentation sub-

system, applied on an example frame. (a) Input frame. (b) Initial estimationS0 of the skin mask, derived by

thresholding at every pixel the skin color probability. (c)Generalized hole filling inS0. (d) Final estimation

S2 of the skin mask after area opening and smoothing ofS1. (d) ErosionS2 ⊖ B of S2 with a small disk

B, which is used as marker in the subsequent segmentation ofS2 and in many cases, like this one, helps

in the separation of overlapped body-part regions. (e) Segmentation ofS2, based on connected components

computation and competitive reconstruction opening.

which exploits tools from mathematical morphology [25, 37]. First, we use the concept of holesH(S) of

a binary imageS; these are defined as the set of background components which are not connected to the

border of the image frame. In order to fill also some background regions that are not holes in the strict sense

but are connected to the image border passing from a small “canal”, we apply the following generalized hole

filling with a small diskB that yields a refined skin mask estimationS1:

S1 = S0 ∪H(S0) ∪ {H(S0 • B) ⊕ B} (2.1)

As a second step, we refineS1 by applying area opening in order to remove all the spurious small regions

with areasAr < Am whereAm is a video-based statistically trained parameter for the minimum body part

area. The resulting setS from the previous area opening is eroded (S ⊖B) and then dilated (S ⊖B ⊕B) to

obtain a smooth final estimationS2 of the skin mask. An example and intermediate stages of our algorithm

are shown in Fig. 2.1. For more details see deliverable D2.2 [39] and [54].

Tracking and Occlusion handling: After employing the segmentation of the skin mask, we applyan

algorithm for hands/head tracking. This algorithm yields 1) an assignment of one or multiple body-part

labels,head, leftand right hand, to all the segments of every frame (see Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3)and 2) an

estimation of ellipses at segments with multiple labels (occluded). Note that these ellipses yield a rough

estimate of the shapes of the occluded regions and are not considered as final output. Nevertheless they

contribute to the correct assignment of labels after the endof each occlusion. The detailed presentation of

this tracking algorithm falls beyond the scope of the current report. Details can be found in deliverable

D2.2 [39]. Thus we include a brief description of the main concept. We distinguish between two cases and

apply the corresponding steps:

Non-occlusion case, i.e. the segmentation ofS2 yielded 3 segments: The segment with the biggest area

12
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Figure 2.2: Output of the initial hands+head tracking for indicative cases with/without occlusions. Example

frames of the continuous GSL corpus for signer 012B in Task4 with extracted skin region masks and assigned

body-part labels H (head), L (left hand), R (right hand).

is assigned the labelheadassuming that its area is always larger than hands. When the connected hands

have larger area than the facial region without hair due to body morphology or camera view, we employ a

Viola-Jones type face detector with Kalman filtering (see Section 2.2.2) to determine which skin region is

the facial region. For the hands’ labels, given that they have been assigned from the previous frames, we

employ a linear prediction of the centroid position of each hand region taking into account the 3 preceding

frames; the predictor coefficients correspond to a simple model of constant acceleration. Then, we assign the

labels based on the minimum distances between the predictedpositions and the centroids of the segments.

We also fit one ellipse on each segment assuming that an ellipse can coarsely approximate the hand or head

contour [2].

Occlusion case, i.e. the segmentation ofS2 yielded 1 or 2 segments: Using the parameters of the body-

part ellipses already computed from the last 3 preceding frames, we employ similarly to the previous case the

linear forward prediction for all ellipses parameters of the current frame. Due to the sensitivity of this linear

estimation with respect to the number of consecutive occluded frames, non-disambiguated cases still exist.

We face this issue by obtaining an auxiliary centroid estimation of each body-part via template matching of

the corresponding image region between consecutive frames. Then, we repeat the prediction and template

matching estimations backwards in time through the reverseframe sequence. Consequently, forward and

backward prediction estimations, are fused yielding a finalestimation of the ellipses’ parameters for the

signer’s head and hands. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 depict the output of the head+hand tracking for an indicative

sample of frames from videos of the continuous GSL corpus. The processed videos correspond to signer-

task "012B-Task4” and "011A-Task2”. We observe that our system yields accurate skin extraction and labels

assignment despite the overlaps between head and hands.
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Figure 2.3: Continuous GSL hands+head tracking for signer 011A in Task2a. Example frames with extracted

skin region masks and assigned body-part labels H (head), L (left hand), R (right hand).

2.1.2 Handshape Modeling and Feature Extraction

In this section, we present a short description of the framework of Dynamic Affine-invariant Shape-Appearance

Model which we had delivered in a previous Dicta-Sign research for handshape modeling (see Deliverable

D2.2 [39], [52, 54]). The Dynamic Affine-invariant Shape-Appearance Model framework offers a descrip-

tive representation of the hand configurations as well as a simultaneous hand tracking and feature extraction

process that is robust and quite accurate even in cases of long-lasting occlusions. This framework is applied

here to the signer’s dominant hand1, but it can be also readily applied to its other hand and head.In addition,

it could be used to model and track other deformable and rapidly moving objects for other applications.

Representation by Shape-Appearance images:First of all, we want to model all possible configura-

tions of the dominant hand during signing, using directly the 2D hand images. These images exhibit a high

diversity due to the variations on the configuration and 3D pose of the hand. Further, the set of the hand

surface points that are visible from the camera is significantly varying. Therefore, it is more effective for

the current application to represent the 2D handshape without using any landmarks. We thus represent the

handshape by implicitly using its binary mask. At the same time we also incorporate theappearanceof the

hand, i.e. the color values inside this mask. These values depend on the hand texture and shading, and thus

offer crucial information about the 3D handshape.

Modeling the variation of hand Shape-Appearance images :The SA images of the hand,f(x), are

modeled by a linear combination of predefined variation images followed by an affine transformation:

f(Wp(x)) ≈ A0(x) +
Nc
∑

i=1

λiAi(x), x ∈ Ω (2.2)

A0(x) is the mean image,Ai(x) areNc eigenimages that model the linear variation,λ = (λ1 · · ·λNc
) are

the weights of the linear combination andWp is an affine transformation with parametersp = (p1 · · · p6)

1The determination of whether the right or left hand is the dominant one for each signer is manually inserted to our system.
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that mapsx from the model domainΩ to the image domain.Wp is defined as follows:

Wp(x, y) =

(

1 + p1 p3 p5

p2 1 + p4 p6

)









x

y

1









. (2.3)

The eigenimages imagesAi can be considered as affine transformation-free images and are defined over

the same domainΩ⊂R
2, which we refer to asmodel domain.

We will hereafter refer to the proposed model asShape-Appearance Model (SAM). A specific model of

hand SA images is defined from the base imageA0(x), the linear variation imagesAi(x) and their number

Nc, which are statistically learned from training data. The vectorsp andλ are the model parameters that fit

the model to the hand SA image of every frame. These parameters are considered as features of hand pose

and shape respectively.

Training of the SAM Linear Combination : In order to train the model of hand SA images, we employ

a representative set of handshape images from frames where the modeled hand is fully visible and non-

occluded. Currently, this set is constructed by a random selection of approximately 500 such images from

frames of a video. Given this selection, the training set is constructed from the corresponding SA images

f1 · · · fN . In order to exclude the variation that can be explained by the affine transformation part of the

model, we apply a semi-automatic affine alignment of the training set. Afterwards, the images of the linear

combination of the model are learned using Principal Component Analysis on the aligned set.

Regularized SAM Fitting with Static and Dynamic Priors: In order to achieve robustness against

occlusions, we have designed a regularized fitting of the SAMthat exploits prior information about the

handshape and its dynamics. More precisely, we add to the mean square reconstruction errorErec, which is

used in the direct fitting, two terms that correspond to static and dynamic priors on the SAM parametersλ

andp. Specifically, for every video framen, we find the optimumλ = λ[n] andp = p[n] that minimize the

total energy:

E(λ,p) = Erec(λ,p) + wSES(λ,p) + wDED(λ,p) , (2.4)

wherewS ,wD are positive weights that control the balance between the 3 terms. The termsES(λ,p) and

ED(λ,p) correspond to static and dynamic energy priors respectively [54].

The energyE(λ,p) (2.4) of the proposed regularized SAM fitting is a special case of the general objec-

tive function that is minimized by theSimultaneous Inverse Compositional with a Prior(SICP) Algorithm

of [4]. Therefore, in order to minimizeE(λ,p), we specialize this algorithm for the case of the specific

types of prior terms that we use.

Figure 2.4 demonstrates results of the regularized fitting of the dominant hand’s SAM. We observe that in

non-occlusion cases, this regularized method continues tobe effective and to accurately track the handshape.

Further, in occlusion cases, even after a lot of occluded frames, the result is especially robust. Nevertheless,

the accuracy of the extracted handshape is smaller in cases of occlusions, compared to the non-occlusion

cases, since the prior terms keep the result closer to the SAMmean imageA0.
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Figure 2.4: Regularized SA model Fitting for 011A (up row) and 012B (bottom row) signers from the

GSL corpus: In every original frame, we superimpose the fitted model-based reconstruction of the hand in

the original frame domain,A0(W
−1
p

(x)) +
∑

λiAi(W
−1
p

(x)). In the upper-right corner, we display the

reconstruction in the model domain,A0(x) +
∑

λiAi(x), which determines the optimal weightsλ.

2.2 Facial Visual Modeling for Tracking and Feature Extraction

Facial parameters are essential to resolve ambiguities in cases where signs cannot be distinguished by manual

cues [35] while facial expressions add emotional meaning ordisplay the speaker’s emotional state; mouth

movements and the outline of the lips encode adjectives and adverbials that contribute to the grammar;

eye brows indicate modes of negation and question schemes; eye gaze can be used to refer to the spatial

meaning of a gesture and finally head pose participates semantically in questions, affirmations, denials, and

conditional clauses. Recent works [9, 41, 66, 19] in Sign Language Recognition (SLR) have proved the

correlation between non-manual cues (head pose, facial expressions) and critical grammatical information.

We tackle the problem of face tracking and modeling in SL videos with head pose variations. We also

measure and analyze low level facial cues and head pose in order to correlate them with mid-level grammat-

ical information such as sign/sentence temporal boundaries. The proposed framework for facial expression

modeling and feature extraction in SL videos is based on a Global and Local Active Appearance Models

(AAMs) providing local features for places of interest and tracking robustness (e.g. against occlusions, pose

variation) at the same time. The overall system incorporates prior information in terms of static shape and

texture and deals acceptable in most cases with modest pose variation.

2.2.1 Active Appearance Models for facial tracking and feature extraction

Model-based approaches, like those seen in Active Appearance Models (AAM) [11], offer an inherent benefit

over holistic or local, purely appearance-based ones (raw pixels, optical flow, eigenfaces) in the sense they

can account for both shape and texture and also treat the problems of face detection, tracking and coding in a

unified framework [33]. They also can be provided with several normalization methods applied for the case

of facial action recognition [36]. However, such approaches have not been systematically applied in sign
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language analysis in which facial parts are more difficult tobe tracked due to non-rigid head motions and

occlusions. As an alternative approach, texture-based 3D deformable models have been proposed for face

tracking in environments with changes in illumination and occlusions [32,66]. Active Shape Models (ASM),

a simplified version of AAMs, combined with local binary patterns or spatial and temporal pyramids of SIFT

descriptors have been recently proposed for recognizing wh-questions and negative expressions [41,44].

In face tracking of a video using Global Active Appearance Models (GAAMs), the model recovers

the parametric description for each face instance through an optimization process. We take advantage for

each face instance via optimization. We take advantage of adaptive and constrained inverse compositional

methods [47] for improved accuracy and performance during the AAM fitting. The fitting process estimates

the concatenated shape and texture parametersq = [p̃, λ̃]T that minimize the penalized functionalg(q) =
1

2σ2 ‖E(q)‖2

2
+ kQ(q), whereE(q) is the error image defined as the discrepancy between the reconstructed

texture and the image texture andQ(q) = 1

2
(q − q0)

T Σ−1

q,0(q − q0) is the penalty that corresponds to

Gaussian prior information with meanq0 and covariance matrixΣq,0; k is a positive weight parameter

adjusting the share betweenE(q) and Q(q) in the fitting criterion. To computeE(q), the face image

is aligned with the model’s mean shape after a similarity transform S(t) with parameterst = (t1 · · · t4)
defined as:

S(t) =

(

1 + t1 −t2

t2 1 + t1

)

x +

(

t3

t4

)

(2.5)

Similarity parameterst1:4 for global scaling, rotation and translation of the mean shape need also to be

optimized. They are included in the first componentp̃ = [t1:4,p1:Ns
]T of the AAM parameters vectorq.

The shape parametersp = [p1, . . . , pNs
] are defined as the projections over theNs most important principal

components (eigenshapes) of the shape vectorss = [x1, y1, . . . , xN , yN ] based onN landmark points. The

second component̃λ = [u1:2,λ1:Nt
]T consists of the global affine texture transformTu = (u1 + 1)I + u2

for lighting invariance and the AAM texture parametersλ = [λ1, . . . , λNt
] defined as the projections over

theNt most important eigentextures of the aligned facial database imagesI(W(x;p)) whereW(x;p) is

the piecewise affine transformation that wraps every pixelx from the model domain to the image domain.

2.2.2 AAM Tracking Initialization using Face and Skin Detection

Even though AAMs are very effective on the detection and tracking of high-variation local movements of

facial parts, they are not suitable for robust face trackingwithin large pose variation, which is intense in

SL tasks. Due to the gradient-based optimization criterionthe fitting is sensitive to the initial parameters

values and prone to local minima. If the reconstruction error E(q) of the fitting in previous frames implies

successful convergence then the initialization process can be skipped by using the dynamics. However, SL

videos exhibit face-hand occlusions in which AAM fitting fails to register the face. We ignore occlusion

cases and deal with thisinitialization issueby employing a robust and accurate method for skin color and

face detection and morphological region extraction to initialize the similarity transform parameterst1:4.
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(a) Input (b)Sw (c) Sr (d) Ellipsis fitting

Figure 2.5: AAM tracking initialization in GSL corpus. Initial image,Sw:Skin mask for face width estima-

tion, Sr:Skin mask for rotation, Similarity rotation via ellipsis fitting

Figure 2.6: Face detection in GSL corpus. The employed Viola-Jones implementation with Kalman filters

(red-solid line) successfully detects facial regions evenin cases where the conventional implementation

(green-dashed line) fails due to occlusions, head pose and facial expression variation

Skin Color Detection and Morphological Segmentation:We train a two-component GMM model on

skin color including subject’s hair in order to preserve head symmetry. The derived symmetric skin mask

Sr via thresholding in the skin probabilities, is employed to estimate theinitial face rotationby estimating

the orientation of a fitting ellipsis’ major axis. Apart fromthe probabilistic skin color detection, we apply a

thresholding-based skin detection to filter out the non-facial pixels. In order to estimate the facial maskSw,

we apply in the thresholded binary image a series of morphological operators for hole-filling, reconstruction

and segmentation. Then, we employSw to find theinitial face scalingby calculating the skin mask’s width

on the direction of the fitted ellipsis’ minor axis. The aboveinitialization steps are illustrated in Fig. 2.5.

Finally, theinitial face translationis defined by aligning the GMM skin mask’s and the GAAM mean shape’s

centroids. However, the resulting translation value is inaccurate due to head pose variation, thus we apply

a minor binary searching task within a small window around the ellipsis’ centroid targeting on the Mean

Square Error minimization of the reconstructed face image after the first fitting iteration.

Face Detection: The selection of the facial skin regionsSr and Sw among the previously detected
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(using morphological segmentation) skin regions in the overall binary skin mask is achieved via Viola-Jones

face detection expanded by Kalman filtering [59], which guarantees robust non-stop detection for every

frame of a sequence (see Fig. 2.6). Recall that the fitting initialization is executed on each frame without

prior knowledge on the previous frames regarding the fittingresults so as to properly re-initialize the fitting

process after a tracking failure.

2.2.3 Global and Local AAM tracking

TheGlobal AAM (GAAM)of the proposed framework [51] is trained to model the facialappearance as a

whole in facial expression analysis and the 3D pose estimation. Nevertheless, it is uncertain and inaccurate

in response with the displayed variability in small scales dealing with certain face microstructures. The ar-

ticulation of non-manual markers in signing combines distinct facial components. Their parallel registration

can be achieved with local, specific models which are able to decode facial actions in parallel information

streams. In this direction, the efficiency and usability of the global fitting is extended by exploring the ex-

istence of a local-global, local-local hierarchical relationship. Once the global face graph is fitted, several

appearance-based and geometrical features can be derived from the signer’s face in local areas of interest

such as the eyes, eye brows and mouth. These areas are considered as the most informative for the SLR task.

Figure 2.7: Local AAMs in colors superimposed on the Global AAM

We extend Global AAM with supplementaryLocal AAMs (LAAMs)given the geometrical global-local

relations on the labeled AAM face graph. Local models can be more detailed in the sense that their graphs

consist of more landmark points compared to the number of points in the corresponding areas of the global

one. Local AAM fitting is initialized on the corresponding subgraphs and takes a few iterations to fine-

tune on the local structures. Depending on the local shape and texture variability, each model has different

complexity (see table 2.1) due to changes of the corresponding facial regions. The LAAMs can be trained in

such a way to model a specific facial area. Their advantage is the ability to decompose the variance of the

selected area from the variance of the rest of the face. Figure 2.8 shows the modes of variation of the most
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important eigenshapes for GAAM and various LAAMs as trainedon the GSL database.

(a) Global AAM (b) Local AAM for the Eye Brow

(c) Local AAM for the Eye (d) Local AAM for the Mouth

Figure 2.8: (a-d): First eigenshapes of (a) GAAM and LAAMs for (c) left eye, (b) left eyebrow and (d)

mouth on GSL Database. Themiddle images display the mean shapes and thefirst and third images the

instances forp1 = ±2.5
√

λ1, whereλ1 is the corresponding eigenvalue.

In addition to our face modeling tracking experiments with the GSL corpus, the presented methods

are also applied on the non-occluded segments of the annotated BU400 [17] ASL database in order to

evaluate the extracted AAM features. We trained twosubject-specificGAAMs one for each database, using

approximately50 training images. By keeping the90% of the variance we end-up with≈ 30 eigenshapes

per database. The main issue for both databases is the low face resolution which is2385 and5624 pixels

respectively. Table 2.1 contains information about the size of the training set, the number of landmark

pointsN , the mean shape’s resolution and the shape and texture models PCA modes of variationNs andNt

respectively for each AAM model. The training sets have beenselected so that there is balance between the

extreme pose and mouth instances.

Number of train images 70 AAM Type # Eigen-Shapes # Eigen-Textures

N 46 Global 41 63

Ns 41 LBrow + Rbrow 7+5 19+13

Nt 63 LEye + REye 7+6 25+24

Mean shape resolution 2385 Mouth 11 45

Table 2.1: AAM training on continuous GSL corpus

Fitting and Tracking Results: The fitting and tracking is sufficiently accurate on all the non-occluded

frames. Especially on the facial regions of interest such aseyes and mouth, the fitting is effective due
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to intense texture differences. The accuracy of tracking and the importance of an effective initialization

framework are even more highlighted by the fact that there are extreme mouthings and pose variations on an

SL video. Figure 2.9 illustrates some indicative tracking results on the continuous GSL corpus.

Figure 2.9: Global AAM fitting on continuous GSL corpus.

2.3 Concluding remarks

For the visual processing of the Dicta-Sign data there has been a close collaboration between WP1 and WP2

(see Deliverables [60, 61, 38, 39]). The components presented in this chapter are employed in the statistical

pattern recognition algorithms presented in the followingchapters. The visual front-end has evolved during

the three years of the Dicta-Sign project from motion tracking, to handshape and face so that it finally

supports all basic aspects and requirements of corresponding continuous sign language recognition tasks,

components and experiments presented in this report.
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Chapter 3

Phonetic Modeling for Continuous Sign

Language Recognition

Continuous Sign Language recognition is certainly in the focus of quite intense research lately [46,1]. Several

works address the problem of sign spotting i.e. detecting and recognizing signs in a signed utterance. Yang et

al. [68] proposed a novel method for designing threshold models in a conditional random field (CRF) model

which performs an adaptive threshold for distinguishing between signs in a vocabulary and nonsign patterns.

Yang et al. [70,69] proposed an ASL recognition method basedon an enhanced Level Building algorithm. An

enhanced classical Level Building algorithm was used, based on a dynamic programming approach to spot

signs without explicit coarticulation models. Farhadi et al. [22] presented a method for spotting words within

the video sequence in order to align ASL video subtitles witha closed-caption transcript employing a voting

and discriminative method. Buehler et al. [7,8] proposed anapproach to learn a large number of British sign

language (BSL) signs from TV broadcasts using subtitles andemploying a distance function to match signing

sequences. Nayak et al. [42, 43] in order to handle coarticulation phenomenon in sign spotting proposed an

unsupervised approach to extract and learn models for is least affected by coarticulation effects basic units of

signs, which are called signemes, from continuous sentences employing Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM).

Fang et al. [23, 20] extended their previous work [21] employing transition-movement models in order to

take into account epenthesis movement between two adjacentsigns in large-vocabulary continuous ASLR.

Recently Kelly et al. [29] propose a multiple instance learning density matrix algorithm to automatically

extract isolated signs from full sentences.

In this chapter we first give an overview of our work on dynamic-static data-driven subunits. With this

we incorporate sequential structure in an unsupervised manner, and construct appropriate data-driven HMM

based subunits. Although the method is self-standing on itsown for the case of data-driven subunits (in the

absence of higher level linguistic-phonetic information)it is encapsulated as a basic initialization ingredient

for other modeling schemes introduced in the following chapters (Chapter 5). Second, we present in detail

the incorporation of phonetic information into the statistical HMM-based subunit recognition system. This

is accomplished via the phonetics-based subunits, after alignment of the visual statistical phonetic subunits

with the ground-truth phonetics.
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Figure 3.1: Block Diagram for Dynamic-Static segmentationscheme.

3.1 Component A1: Unsupervised Dynamic-Static Subunit Modeling

In this section we present a short description of the Unsupervised Dynamic-Static Sub-unit Modeling (for

more details see Deliverable D2.2 [39], [57]) We organize the data-driven modeling of intra-sign segments

in a tree-like structure and employ on each type of segment the appropriatefeature(s) with the appropriate

model architecture and parameters. A block diagram of this tree-like structure is illustrated in Fig.3.1. This

structureis organized in two levels. The output of this segmentation and labeling implies the dynamic-static

sequential organization. Then we adapt the modeling for each case of dynamic or static segments during

subunit construction.

3.1.1 Model-based Segmentation and Dynamic/Static Labeling

Velocity Modeling : Our goal is to separate the dynamic from the static parts w.r.t. movement. Dynamic

(D) parts shall correspond to movements and Static (S) partsto non-movements. This approach is inspired
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by linguistic modeling [26] of “PDTS” (Postures, Detentions, Transitions, Steady Shifts). We assume that

movements share on average a relatively high velocity, and non-movements share a low velocity profile.

Despite the fuzziness of the high and low terms, we appropriately incorporate them by adopting a suitable

model-based approach. The feature that shall be utilized for this characterization is thevelocity, whereas

the accelerationcould further add second order information. The velocity feature vector consists of the

dominant hand’s centroid velocity that is computed as the norm of the planarx, y coordinate derivatives. An

HMM architecture that accommodates our goal consists of a two-state ergodic HMM (2S-ERG): it allows

the entrance and the exit from both states and all the transitions from one state to the others.

Sign Dependent Modeling: Next, we implement the above by training one ergodic HMM model for

each sign. Thus, each sign-dependent HMM corresponds to thevelocity’s statistical profile of the corre-

sponding sign. Each one of the states models a single velocity level. Given the population of data from

large portions of the training set, the two state levels correspond to low- (L) and high-level (H) velocity.

After training each sign-dependent HMM we perform Viterbi decoding for each realization given the sign.

This yields the most probablesegmentation pointsat the state level together with thelabelsof the velocity

profiles.

Global Static Modeling: We then apply a refinement step for the static segments. Once again we follow

a similar procedure as in Sign Dependent Modeling. However,in this case 1) we apply it only to the subset

of the segments that have been characterized as Static; and 2) the HMM model is fed with all the static

segmentsindependentlyof the sign, i.e. we apply a global sign velocity modeling. Inthis way the two states

of the global-static HMM correspond to a refined discrimination between low (L) and high (H) velocities,

of the already marked as low (L) velocities at the first level.This repetition of the refined labeling leads

to a re-examination of segments that have been characterized as Static (L) and construct a second stage of

reassignments that results on 1) Static cases that are marked once again as Static (LL), and are considered

finally as Static (LL is mapped to L); and 2) to Static cases that are marked as Dynamic (LH is mapped to

H) and are finally considered as Dynamic. In this way we refine the segmentation points and also detect

movements which have quite low velocity and have been labeled as static.

3.1.2 Unsupervised Construction of Subunits

Construction of Dynamic Subunits: We tackle intra-sign subunit modeling by taking into account segments

that result from the aforementioned segmentation step instead of the individual frames [5]. In this way we

take advantage of the dynamic information available in sequences of frames which is crucial for the modeling

of movements.

Clustering Segments:We start with the segments produced as described in Section 3.1.1. Given that the

segments contain a movement our goal is to cluster not the independent frames as being in a single common

pool but the sequences of features, i.e. the segments themselves. This is accomplished by employing Dy-

namic Time Warping (DTW) in order to compute asimilarity matrixamong the segments. Take for instance

the segmentsX = (X1,X2, ...,XTx
) andY = (Y1, Y2, ..., YTy

) whereTx, Ty are the number of frames of

each one. Define the warping pathW = ((x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN )) where1 ≤ xi ≤ Tx, 1 ≤ yi ≤ Ty, N is the
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Figure 3.2: The trajectories for different subunits as theyhave been mapped on the 2D signing space after

normalization w.r.t. the initial position. With differentcolor we represent different subunits that correspond

to the different clusters. (a)Trajectories of subunits obtained using as feature the movement trajectories

(P) without any normalization. (b)Trajectories of subunits that incorporate both scale and initial position

normalization (SPn). (c) Trajectories of subunits that incorporate the Direction (D). (d) Trajectories for two

different subunits that correspond to different Scales (S).

length of the warping path and the notation of the pair(xi, yi) signifies that framexi of X corresponds to

frameyi of Y . The measured(Xxi
, Yyi

) is defined as the Euclidean distance. The aim of DTW is to search

the minimal accumulating distance and the associated warping path, that is:

D(X,Y ) = min
W

N
∑

n=1

d(Xxi
, Yyi

) (3.1)

Finally, the distance similarity matrix among all segmentsis exploited via an agglomerative hierarchical

clustering algorithm. In that way we construct clusters of segments taking into account the dynamic nature
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of the sequences of positions. Each one of the constructed clusters actually defines a corresponding specific

subunit, that is to be modeled afterwards via HMMs.

Dynamic subunits per cue: Next, we explore the features that are appropriate for the clustering of

dynamic segments modeling. The output of the clustering on the segment level constructs a partition on the

feature space. Each cluster in this partition is defined as a distinct subunit, presented next for different cases

of features.

Movement Trajectories:After the normalization steps, each segment models the plain normalized trajec-

tory in the 2D planar signing space. We show in Fig. 3.2(b) indicative subunits: these are clusters that have

been constructed by the hierarchical clustering and are then mapped onto the 2D real signing space. This

mapping retains the subunit identity, which is encoded by a distinct color in the presented figures. For in-

stance subunit “SPn1” corresponds to curved movements withdirection downward and left. In Fig. 3.2(a) we

show indicative cases of subunits as a result of clustering,but without the normalization steps. It is evident

by comparing with the previous case Fig. 3.2(b) that the subunit construction is much looser since the mod-

els are consumed totally on the explanation of the differentinitial positions or scales. The non-normalized

constructed subunits as shown mapped on the original 2D signing space make it hard to understand what

exactly each cluster represents. The clusters after normalization actually implicitly incorporate direction in-

formation. This is expected as we account for the direction information encapsulated within the geometry of

the whole trajectory.

Scale: We may have normalized with the scale of each trajectory i.e.the maximum distance of all

points in a trajectory, but this information shall not be disregarded. It is accounted for on its own in order to

investigate how it affects subunit construction and recognition. We show in Fig. 3.2(d) two indicative scale

subunits encoded by employing different color The presented subunits model trajectories based entirely on

their scale independently to their direction.

Direction: The subunits constructed by employing the direction feature show similar results as the ones

obtained with the normalized movement trajectories. As expected each subunit consists of movements with

similar direction on average over time. Figure 3.2(c) showsindicative examples of movements over the

same or different clusters having similar on average or different directions respectively. For instance subunit

“D10” models curved movements with direction downward and right.

Construction of static subunits : After the separate modeling of the dynamic segments, the remaining

segments correspond to the low velocity profiles. We consider only these static positions and not all positions

as they lay across time within movement segments. This is another advantage of the dynamic-static approach,

via the discrimination of the static vs. the dynamic parts. After applying k-means clustering to the non-

normalized positions we get a partitioning of the static positions relative to the signer’s head. Although we

have not incorporated yet any phonological information regarding the main places of articulation it seems

that the constructed subunits are intuitive.
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3.2 Component A2: PDTS Phonetics-Based Subunits

Phonetic transcriptions are crucial for the performance ofsign language (SL) and speech recognition systems.

For the recognition of SL, which is the primary means of communication for many deaf people, this has not

been practical, due to the huge level of effort required for creating detailed phonetic annotations, unlike the

case of speech recognition. Another problem is the lack of appropriate phonetic models in the area of SL

linguistics (although this is changing now). Thus, data-driven methods have prevailed in recent years.

We propose a novel approach to address these issues. It is based on two aspects: (1) converting SL

annotations into structured sequential phonetic labels, and (2) incorporating these labels into a subunit-based

statistical framework for training, alignment, and recognition. This framework can be applied similarly to

arbitrary gesture data.

Recent successful data-driven methods include [5, 21, 6, 24, 13, 71, 48]. One employs a linguistic fea-

ture vector based on measured visual features, such as relative hand movements [6]. Another one clusters

independent frames via K-means, and produces “phenones” [5]. Instead of single frames, [21, 24, 71] clus-

ter sequences of frames on the feature level, such that they exploit the dynamics inherent to sign language.

Recently, separate features and modeling for dynamic vs. static segments have been proposed [48].

These data-driven approaches allow adapting recognition systems to the concrete feature space, and work

even in the face of insufficient detailed transcriptions. Asmentioned before, creating such transcriptions

requires an impractical amount of effort, unlike phoneme-level transcriptions for speech recognition. Yet,

their value is clear: they simplify adding new words to the lexicon, and allow capturing commonalities

across signs. They can also be used to create meaningful representations of intra-sign segments, for further

linguistic or interdisciplinary processing.

Our approach is based on having annotations in HamNoSys [50], the creation of which requires less

effort than full phonetic descriptions, and incorporatingthem into a statistical recognition system. This is

conceptually similar to taking a written word and converting it into its pronunciation in speech recognition,

and has hitherto not been possible for SL recognition. Our first contribution is that we have developed

a parsing system for converting HamNoSys into structured phonetic sequences of labels, according to the

Posture-Detention-Transition-Steady Shift (PDTS)system [26]. However, they do not provide any timing

information, which leads us to the second contribution: We employ simple visual tracking features extracted

from sign language videos. Using them in conjunction with the phonetic labels, we construct subunits via a

statistical hidden Markov model (HMM)-based system, whichallows us to align the PDTS sequences with

the visual data segments. The resulting output consists of subunits that are no longer purely data-driven, in

contrast to previous work. Rather, they are phonetic subunits, each of which corresponds to a meaningful

PDTS label, along with the timing information on where they occur in the data. Once the segments have been

mapped to their PDTS labels, the output of the recognition system produces phonetic labels during decoding.

Such labels are invaluable in interdisciplinary research tasks, such as linguistic analysis and synthesis.
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(a) PILE (b) IMMEDIATELY (c) EUROPE

Figure 3.3: Overview of articulation for three selected GSLsigns.

3.2.1 Conversion of Annotations to Phonetic Transcriptions1

There has been little progress in the area of phonetic modeling for the purposes of SL recognition since the

work of Vogler and Metaxas [65]. It is possible that the lack of widely available phonetic transcriptions in

sign language corpora has contributed to this state of affairs. Because of the level of detail required, such

transcriptions are time-consuming to produce and involve asteep learning curve.

In this section, we propose a different approach that consists of generating annotations that are merely

detailed enough to reproduce the sign, and having the computer convert these to the full phonetic structure.

This approach has the advantage that it takes far less time and human training to produce the annotations.

A disadvantage, however, is that such annotations make assumptions that require complex inferences by the

conversion code. Describing such inferences in detail is beyond the scope of this section; in the following

we give a general overview of the method.

Like in the work by Vogler and Metaxas, the basic phonetic structure of a sign is a sequence of segments,

which we model according to Johnson’s and Liddell’s recent work on the Posture-Detention-Transition-

Steady Shift (PDTS) system [26]. It supersedes the older Movement-Hold model [34] used in earlier work,

and fixes many of its shortcomings2.

In this system, each sign can be considered as a sequence of key points in the form of postures (P),

with associated hand configuration and location information. Transitions (T) correspond to hand movements

between the key points, with attached trajectory information. Detentions (D) are like P, but the hand is held

1The HamNoSys to PDTS conversion system has been contributedby C. Vogler at ILSP. See Deliverable D4.3 on Linguistic

Models for Recognition, February 2011 and [49].
2Specifically, movements no longer have attached location information, which previously had prevented a direct adaptation to

recognition systems. In addition, there is a strict alternation of P/D with T/S, whereas the older model could have sequences of

movements without intervening holds.
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stationary; steady shifts are like T, but with a slow, deliberate movement; in this section we distinguish only

among P, D and T. In addition, we consider epenthesis movements (E) [34] to be distinct from T; the former

are transitions between two locations without an explicit path, and primarily occur when the hands move

into position between signs, and during repeated movements. An example of the basic structure of the sign

for PILE — E P T P T P E — is shown in Fig. 3.4, and Table 3.1.

The annotations of the signs are coded in HamNoSys [50], a symbolic annotation system that can de-

scribe a sign in sufficient detail to display it in an animatedavatar. It models signs as clusters of handshape,

orientation, location, and movement, without explicit segmentation information, which makes it unsuitable

for direct application to recognition systems. HamNoSys’sphilosophy is minimalist, in the sense that it

avoids redundancy and strives to describe a sign in detail with as few symbols as possible. To this end,

it provides symmetry and repetition operators, and describes only how a sign’s configuration changes over

time. As an example consider the first part of the sign for PILE:

��������	
��
���

This annotation says that the hands move symmetrically, so it needs to provide only the hand configura-

tion and location for the right hand, and the fact that the fingers of both hands touch each other. In contrast,

the left hand’s information (mirrored along the x axis) is implied.

In order to model signs properly in the recognition system, we require that all information, according

to the PDTS system, is made explicit for every segment; that is, Ps and Ds contain the full information on

hand configuration and location, and Ts contain the full information on movement trajectories, for each hand

respectively. Our conversion method from HamNoSys to the PDTS structure resolves the implied parts, and

splits the signs into its constituent segments. The key stepconsists of accumulating deltas, which describe

how a posture or transition has changed with respect to a prototype. These are then applied in a specific order.

Note that this process also works for independent channels of information, such as hand configuration versus

location, dominant hand versus non-dominant hand, and so on, and provides relative timings of segments

across channels; however, the details are beyond the scope of this section.

Further examples of PDTS sequences can be found in Tables 3.1, 3.2. The details of the conversion are

beyond the scope of this section, due to space limitations, and will be published separately.

3.2.2 Phonetic Based Subunits, Training, Alignment and Recognition

In the previous section we have covered our first main contribution. Our second main contribution consists

of incorporating the phonetic labels into a statistical recognition system. The data-driven-only subunits

from Section 5.1.1.3, without any phonetic information, adapt well to specific feature spaces. However, they

produce meaningless subunit labels, which cannot be exploited for interdisciplinary sign language processing

(e.g., synthesis, linguistics).

We call the process of incorporating the phonetic information “Phonetic Sub-unit Construction for

Recognition.” This is the first time that the following are taken into account in an automatic, statistical,

and systematic way: (1)phonetic transcriptionsof SL, provided as described in the previous section by the
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(a) E (b) P (c) T (d) P (e) T (f) P (g) E

Figure 3.4: Sign for PILE: Segments after incorporation of PDTS phonetic labels into Phonetic Sub-unit

Construction, Training and Alignment. Superimposed startand end frames of each sequence of segments,

accompanied with an arrow for transitions and epenthesis. Each segment corresponds to a single phonetic

label. PDTS segments labels are of type Epenthesis (E), Posture (P), Transition (T)

Table 3.1: Phonetic PDTS labels of the corresponding subunits for the sign “PILE” (location and trajectories

only).

Frames Type PDTS label

1:12 E rest-position — location-head

13:13 P location-head

14:25 T directedmotion, curve-r, direction-o, second-

direction-do, tense-true

26:27 P location-torso, side=right_beside

28:50 T directedmotion, direction-dr, small

51:51 P location-torso, side=right_beside_down

52:66 E location-torso, side=right_beside_down — rest-

position

PDTS system, and (2) the corresponding underlyingvisual data and featuresfrom processing the video data

and the feature extraction. The procedures involved in thisprocess involve: (1) phonetic subunit construction

and training, (2) phonetic label alignment and segmentation, (3) lexicon construction, and (4) recognition.

Phonetic Sub-Unit Model Training : For each phonetic label provided by the PDTS system, and the

features from the visual processing, we train one subunit HMM. These subunits have both phonetic labels

from the PDTS structure, and statistical parameters stemming from the data-driven models, as a result of the

training step. An example is illustrated in Table 3.1, whichlists the sequence of phonetic labels for sign for

“PILE”.

We use different HMM parameters for each type of subunit. Distinguishing between movements (T/E)

and postures/detentions (P/D) corresponds to making a distinction between dynamic and static segments, as

described in Section 5.1.1.3. This also is consistent with the concepts in the old Movement-Hold model [34].

For T and E, we employ a 6-state and 3-state Bakis HMM topology, respectively. For P and D, we use a

1-state HMM, and a 2-state left-right HMM, respectively. One mixture and a diagonal covariance matrix
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was employed for each HMM. We initialize the phonetic subunit models in a uniform way with a flat-start

procedure using the global mean and covariance of the feature space, and employ embedded training on

strings of concatenated subunit models with unsegmented data.

Alignment and Time Segmentation : We concatenate the trained HMMs into a recognition network

and decode each feature sequence via the Viterbi algorithm.This results in a sequence of phonetic PDTS

labels, together with their respective starting and endingframes. Doing this for all sequences results in a

lexicon with segmentation boundaries for each PDTS label.

We recognize signs by decoding unseen test data in the HMM network on the PDTS label level. We

evaluate the accuracy on the sign level, based on the lexiconabove.

Fig. 3.4 shows an example of the segmentation acquired during the decoding, which illustrates the se-

quence of phonetic subunits for the above-mentioned sign for “PILE”. Each image corresponds to a phonetic

PDTS segment produced by the decoding. For visualization, we adopt the following conventions: (1) For T

and E segments, we superimpose their respective initial andfinal frames. We also highlight specific move-

ment trajectories with an arrow from the initial to the final hand position in the respective segment. (2) For P

and D segments, we show only the first frame of the segment, as the hand does not move within them. In ad-

dition, the labels corresponding to this sign, along with the segmentation boundaries, are listed in Table 3.1.

Phonetic Sub-Units Results : Fig. 3.5 and 3.6 show examples of movement-based subunits (Tand

E), using x and y coordinates mapped from the signing space. For the corresponding phonetic labels see

Table 3.2. Fig. 3.5(a) shows a common epenthesis subunit (E-to-head). It models the movement from

the rest position to the head, a common starting posture. Fig. 3.5(b) corresponds to a circular transition

subunit (T-circular). An indicative sign that contains this subunit is “EUROPE” (see Fig. 3.3(c)). Fig. 3.5(c)

and 3.5(d) depict directed transition subunits (T-down-right, T-in-left) with right-down and left directions

respectively. Representative signs are “PILE” and “IMMEDIATELY,” respectively (see Fig. 3.3(a), 4.3).

In Fig. 3.6 we show results for the P and D subunits, with the actual coordinates for four different postures

superimposed in different colors. P-head, P-stomach, P-shoulder and P-head-top correspond to locations at

the signer’s head, stomach, shoulder and top of head, respectively.

In all these figures, there are cases of compact phonetic subunits with less variance, of sparsely populated

ones (i.e., few available data), and some that contain outliers. For instance, the subunit P-head-top is compact,

but has few data. In contrast, P-head has more data and increased variance. The subunit for the initial

transition from the rest posture to the starting position occurs in many signs, whereas other subunits may

occur in only a single sign. Outliers and high variances seemto be caused by visual processing inaccuracies

(we perform 2D, rather than 3D processing), tracking or parameter estimation errors, or human annotator

errors, or actual data exhibiting such properties.

3.3 Concluding remarks

The contributions of this chapter span across two issues that are fundamental for the research of automatic

sign language recognition systems. These concern, first, the incorporation of sequential structure during
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(a) E-to-head
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(b) T-circular
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(c) T-down-right
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(d) T-in-left

Figure 3.5: Subunits after Phonetic Sub-unit Construction, Training and Alignment. (a) corresponds to an

epenthesis subunit (E-to-head) and (b-d) to transition subunits (T-circular, T-down-right, T-in-left). Trajecto-

ries are illustrated in the real signing space normalized w.r.t. their initial position (x,y) = (0,0). Red marker

indicates trajectories’ start position. See Table 3.2 for the corresponding phonetic labels.

sign language articulation named after dynamic-static subunit modeling. A crucial issue of this contribution

is its unsupervised statistical nature. For the data drivensubunits the dynamic static component is the first

step towards their construction. The second major contribution is the incorporation of ground truth phonet-

ics via a combined approach of 1) the PDTS posture-detention-transition-steady-shifts and 2) the statistical

subunit based alignment. These give birth to the PDTS phonetics-based subunits that are no longer abstract

but meaningful, while being under the statistical HMM framework. Given the demanding issues, due to

several sources of variability in continuous sign languageand due to multiple signers and multiple pronun-

ciations, the presented approaches are considered useful as a result of their dynamic-static subunit statistical

ingredients, as well as on account of their phonetically meaningful subunits.
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head
stomach
shoulder
head−top

(a)

Figure 3.6: Subunits after Phonetic Sub-unit Construction, Training and Alignment. Data for multiple pos-

ture phonetic subunits superimposed in the signing space indicating their relative position to the signer.

Subunits with multiple colored pixels are: P-forehead, P-stomach, P-shoulder, P-head-top. Legend shows

the primary locations of the corresponding phonetic labels(see also Table 3.2).

Table 3.2: Examples of phonetic subunit (PSU) and the sign where they occur. ’*’ correspond to multiple

signs.

PSU Sign Type PDTS Label

E-to-head * E rest-position — location-

head

T-circular EUROPE T circularmotion, axis=i

T-down-right PILE T directedmotion, direc-

tion=dr, small

T-in-left IMMEDIATELY T directedmotion, direc-

tion=il, fast=true, halt=true

P-forehead * P location=forehead

P-stomach * P location=stomach

P-shoulder * P location=shouldertop,

side=right_beside

P-head-top * P location=head-top
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Chapter 4

Multiple Cues, Modalities and Fusion for

Continuous Sign Language Recognition

In this chapter we report the following contributions towards the multi-modal and multiple-cue fusion (move-

ment, handshape, facial information streams): 1) Non-Dominant Hand Integration. 1) Data-driven handshape

subunits and handshape fusion. 2) Unsupervised Extreme States Classification for facial cues and their in-

corporation in the recognition process via their relation with linguistic phenomena.

4.1 Component B1: Multiple Hand Models and Non-Dominant Hand Inte-

gration

The multiple information sources are integrated via a multistream HMM scheme. From the SL articulation

perspective a single hand is considered as dominant (right hand) constructing the major manual phonetic

part of signs. However the non-dominant hand (left hand) cancontribute either as a supplementary dominant

component or as another place-of-articulation. However from the movement phonetics viewpoint we do not

restrict a priori the possible movements of the non-dominant hand. A crucial point is that the movement

SUs (of any hand) could be tied with a standard set of basic movement models independent to which hand is

performing this movement, and whether both or a single hand takes part. By tying we refer to the sharing of

the statistical parameters of the underlying distributions, while on each update all models are updated. Thus,

considering the main set of movement phonetic models we replicate them via tying for the movements of

either hand. Building on the same concept we also construct transitions-of-both-hands SU (movement of both

hands subunits, MB-SU) models by taking the product of possible combinations. An example of these MB-

SU models is illustrated in Fig. 4.3(d) which corresponds toa transition of both hands for the sign TSOLIAS

(in GSL). Dominant hand performs an upward transition and the non-dominant a downward transition. The

combination of these transitions construct a MB-SU model (MB-T-up-T-down) Another example is depicted

in Fig. 5.4(e) which corresponds to a transition of both hands for the sign SATISFACTION (in GSL). Both

hands perform the same downward transition corresponding to the T-down transition model (see Fig.5.5(b)
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Figure 4.1: Rows correspond to handshape subunits. Left: mean shape-appearance reconstructed images of

the centroids for the corresponding clusters. Next follow five indicative instances of the handshapes assigned

to each centroid.

red dotted line). Thus a combination of these transitions constructs a MB-SU model (MB-T-down-T-down).

4.2 Component C1: Handshape

4.2.1 Handshape Subunit Construction and Modeling

In this section we present a short description of Affine Shape-Appearance Handshape Subunit Construction

and Modeling (for more details see Deliverable D2.2 [39], [53], [52]).

Data-driven handshape subunit construction framework as input the visual front-end handshape features

(see Section 2.1.2), the sign level boundaries and the glosstranscriptions. The HSUs are constructed in a

data-driven way similar to [5]. All individual frames that compose all signs are considered in a common

pool of features. In that way we take into account all frames in each sign and not just the start and the

end frame. Next, we apply a clustering algorithm to this superset of features. The first approach explored

is anunsupervisedone. We start with a random initialization of theK centers, and get a partitioning of

the handshape feature space onK clusters. In this way K-means provides a vector quantization of the

handshape features space. The second approach we apply takes advantage of prior handshape information in

the following sense. Once again we employ K-means to partition the handshape feature space. However, this
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Figure 4.2: Block Diagram for Movement-Position and Handshape integration scheme.

time we employ the clustering algorithmwith Initialization by specific handshape examples that are selected

manually.

Herein, we illustrate indicative cases of subunit results as they have been constructed by the second

method. Figure 4.1 presents five selected HSUs. For each one we visualize 1) the initial cropped handshape

images for indicative instances in the pattern space that have been assigned to the specific subunit after

clustering and 2) the reconstructed mean shape that corresponds to the centroid in the feature space of the

specific cluster. It seems that the constructed HSUs in this way are quite intuitive. However there exist

outliers too since the results depend on the employed model order as well as on the initialization.

4.2.2 Movement-Position and Handshape Integration

One of the key points of difference of sign languages when compared with their spoken counterparts is the

articulation of parallel information streams. The integration of multiple streams is a known but challenging

issue within many fields and is still an open issue for automatic sign language recognition [1]. From the

linguistic point of view there is an ongoing evolution of concepts regarding the relations of the multiple

streams [56, 34]. In this section, building on single-cue subunits [48, 49, 53] we tackle the integration of

multiple manual cues, by taking advantage of the dynamic - static concept of movement-position cues.

Until now we employed subunits for the dynamic-staticmovement-position(MP) and the affine shape-

appearance models (Aff-SAM) for handshapes (HS) single-cues separately. These aim at the automatic time

segmentation and construction of data-driven subunits (SUs). For theMP cuesthe SU modeling consists of

the partitioning of segments into dynamic or static with respect to their dynamics. Then, for each type of

segment we employ a clustering approach that results on the construction of SU models. The latter gives
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(a) P5-HS8 (b) T-circular (c) P5-HS6 (d) MB-T-up-T-down (e) P4-HS6

Figure 4.3: Example of sign MUSEUM decomposed into subunitsP5-HS8 T-circular (a-b). Example of sign

TSOLIA decomposed into subunits P5-HS6 MB-T-up-T-down P4-HS6 (c-e).Pi correspond to posture SU

models,HSi to handshape SU models,Ti to transition SU-CanRaw models and MB-Ti-Tj transition-of-

both-hands SU models. See the handshape subunits in Fig. 4.4.

birth to the lexicon construction that recomposes the dynamic-static SUs (DSSU) to form each sign. For

theHS cuewe are based on Aff-SAM and construct handshape SUs (HSSU) and the corresponding lexicon

based on HSSU. In this section we introduce a method for the data-driven integration of manual cues that

exploits the dynamic-static MP concept. Given the sequential structure of sign language [34] we explore

an integration scheme of the manual cues that is driven by thestatic subunits (i.e. postures, detentions).

In Fig.4.2 we have illustrated a block diagram of this integration scheme. Based on the single-cue subunit

models, of both MP (see Chapter 3) and HS (see Section 4.2.1),we train fused static position and handshape

models. For the statistical modeling we utilize multi-stream hidden Markov models (HMMs).

Figure 4.4: Samples of handshape SU. See their employment inthe signs shown in Fig. 4.3

Herein we exploit thedynamic-staticnature of the phonetic SU models by considering Handshapes (HS)

only during postures. We partition via K-means clustering the feature space of HS features (Sec. 2.1.2)

and train a GMM model that corresponds to a HS SU (HSi) for each cluster. Indicative samples of the

mean shape-appearance reconstructed images of the centroids for the HS SU are shown in Fig.4.4. These

are intuitive as each HS SU corresponds to a different configuration. In addition the HS employed in each
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sign and its corresponding HS SU are similar: for instance HS8, HS6 which correspond to signs MUSEUM

and TSOLIAS respectively (see Figs.4.3(a),4.3(c,e)). Forsupplementary examples see figures in Chapter 5.

therein are we show the following handshape SUs: HS4, HS14, HS18. These correspond to the signs

SHOCK, SATISFACTION and AIRPLANE respectively (see Figs.5.2,5.4,5.3(d)).

This scheme (as in [58]) results on thefused SU modelsof Posture and HS-SU Models (Pi-HSj), i and

j correspond to the single-cue SU index of postures (P) and handshapes (HS). Examples of thesefused

SU Models are illustrated in Fig. 5.4(a,c) and Fig. 5.4(d,f)for the signs SHOCK and SATISFACTION

respectively. P4-HS4 SU is a combination of the P4 posture SUmodel (see Fig.5.3(c)) and of the HS4

SU model (Fig.5.3(d)).

4.3 Component D1: Face

4.3.1 Unsupervised Extreme States Classification for Facial Cues

Facial events are inevitably linked with human communication and are more than essential for gesture and

sign language comprehension too. Nevertheless, both from the automatic visual processing and recognition

viewpoint, events occurring within the context of face are difficult to detect, describe and model due to their

high variability with respect to their appearance, 3D pose and lighting conditions. This situation gets even

tougher given the difficulty to annotate sign language corpora at the level of facial events; a quite expensive

procedure as time is concerned, which justifies the general lack of such annotations apart from specific

exceptions [17]. Within the context of sign language, facial events such as head movements, head pose,

facial expressions, local actions of the eyes, brows, mouthings, carry valuable information in parallel with

the other manual cues: this holds for instance in multiple ways or time scales either at the level of a sign or

at the sentence-level, contributing in either the prosody,or the meaning of a sign. Given their importance,

the incorporation of facial events and head gestures has received attention [1] within the context of gesture-

based communication and Automatic Sign Language Recognition (ASLR): for instance the detection of

facial events with grammatical meaning is addressed by a wide range of face tracking and modelling [41,66]

methods. Facial features have received similar attention in other fields too, in which their accurate detection

is essential to many face-related applications [12, 14, 28]. Unsupervised approaches have been also applied

for the temporal clustering and segmentation of facial expressions [12].

A variety of methods have been proposed for the extraction offacial features. A significant number

of these are based on deformable models, like Active Appearance Models (AAMs), due to their ability

to capture both shape and texture variability providing a compact representation of facial features [33].

However, AAMs for faces are not sufficient to describe the local variability of the inner-face components

since the derived modes of shape and texture variation from Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the

training images describe the face in a holistic manner. An alternative approach with Global AAMs and sub-

models has been proposed in [3] to improve AAM tracking on face images. In the same work, the authors

explore AAM parameters and geometrical distances on the fitted model to detect eye blinking.

In this work we exploit the combined Global AAM (GAAM) and Local AAM (LAAM) framework and
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(a) fr# 6914-Left (b) fr# 6915-Left (c) fr# 6916-Undefined (d) fr# 6917-Undefined

(e) fr# 6918-Undefined (f) fr# 6919-Undefined (g) fr# 6920-Right (h) fr# 6921-Right

Figure 4.5: GSL Continuous Corpus sequence of pose left (L) to right (R); labels (L/R) showing the detected

state after application of the UnESC method.

select the appropriate GAAM and LAAM parameters as features, focusing on the unsupervised detection

and classification of facial events that we callextreme. Such is the head pose after the side to side turning

of the head; other events include eye blinking or mouth opening/closing. The proposed method referred to

from now on asUnsupervised Extreme State Classification (UnESC), is formulated to handle in a simple

but effective way facial events as the ones mentioned above.The method first breaks-down the clusters

over-partitioning the feature space and then applies maximum distance hierarchical clustering to end-up

with the extreme feature clusters. The overall framework isapplied successfully to video corpora from two

different sign languages showing intuitive results. For the case of existing facial-level annotations we also

quantitatively evaluate the method yielding promising results (Section 6.5.1). Finally, the method is also

applied to a multi-person database of still images showing its person-independent generalization.

4.3.1.1 Unsupervised Extreme States Classification MethodAnalysis

Facial features such as pose, eyes and mouthings, share a significant role in sign language communication.

For instance alternations of face pose could be linked with role shifts and a mouthing could differentiate the

meaning whilst keeping the same manual articulation. We propose the UnESC method for the unsupervised

detection of such low level visual events which can further be exploited for higher level linguistic analysis,

and automatic processing. This shall have great impact especially for corpora missing such annotations. The

method can be applied to other cases of feature spaces with similar assumptions as the ones described in the

following paragraphs.

Let us consider the example in Fig. 4.5 that shows a sequence of eight frames. The facial cue that we
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aim to detect is the update in pose over the yaw angle from leftto right. Specifically we focus on detecting

the extreme states of the pose and not the precise pose angle.These extreme states can be observed on the

two first and last frames of the continuous video stream.

Feature Selection

There is a wide variety of features that can be extracted fromthe AAM tracking results, depending on the

facial event to be detected. Some of the options are the GAAM and the various LAAMs eigenvectors’ pa-

rameters or even some geometrical measurements on the shape’s landmark points on Cartesian coordinates.

Nevertheless, it is noted that we select one out of many eigenvectors, the one that best describes the facial

event, which results in dealing withsingle-dimensional(1D) features. That way we achieve simplicity in

the selection of appropriate clusters and in the training ofprobabilistic models. The final detection of more

complex facial events with high dimensionality is synthesized by the individual 1D detections. The synthesis

process of GAAM and LAAM shape instances is done using the formulations = s0 +
∑Ns

i=1
pisi wherepi

are the AAM parameters,s0 is the mean shape andsi are the eigenvectors. Hence, the facial event variation

is linearly relatedto the 1D feature space. This means that the observations with extreme parameter value

are the most representative for each of the extreme states.

Hierarchical Breakdown

The goal is to select representative clusters - positioned on the twoedgesand thecentreof the 1D feature

space - that will be used to train probabilistic models. However, the straightforward application of a clus-

tering method requesting these three clusters would take into account the inter-distances of points and result

into large surface clusters that spread towards the centre of the feature space. More specifically, if the two

edges of the feature space have large inequality in data points density, then there is the danger one of the two

clusters to capture intermediate states. Consequently, the models corresponding to the extreme states would

also include some neutral states from the centre of the feature space.

We applyAgglomerative Hierarchical Clusteringselecting a low-level horizontal cut on the occurring

dendrogram in order to get a large number of clusters, approximately half the number of observations. This

hierarchical over-clustering, neutralizes the density differences of the feature space and creates small groups

that decrease the number of considered observations.

Maximum-Distance Cluster Selection

The selection of appropriate clusters on the edges of the feature space is based onmaximum-distancecriterion

and is followed by the creation of a third central cluster containing approximately the same number of

observations. The cluster selection is a different procedure than clustering, meaning that at this stage certain

observations are selected to be included in a cluster and therest are rejected and not used in the final training.

This selection and rejection of observation clusters requires a user-defined parameter that we refer to as

Subjective Perceived Threshold(SPThres). This threshold practically determines the spreading of each of the
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edge clusters towards the central part of the 1D feature space as we apply the maximum-distance criterion

and select observations beginning from outer to inner ones.SPThres is named after the way the human

perception defines an extreme state of a facial event, e.g. atwhich state the pose is considered extreme

right/left.

Final Clusters and Model Training

The utility of a central cluster is to represent the intermediate states. If the extreme conditions of the event

in a facial cue are detected correctly, then the knowledge ofthe intermediate states are of no importance. In

order to further explain the intermediate cluster, we can use the example of Fig. 4.5. We expect our UnESC

method to assign the left and right pose labels on the one or two at most frames of the beginning and ending

of the sequence respectively. The frames of Figs. 4.5(c)-4.5(f) are the intermediate states and it is easily

predicted that they portray the transition from left to right pose. These intermediate states of the central

cluster can be labelled asundefinedor neutral in certain cases where the term has a physical interpretation.

Hence, after appropriate selection of the three representative clusters, which replace the need for anno-

tation on databases, the final step is to train a Gaussian Model for each cluster. Each new observation can

be classified in a specific state by comparing the posterior probabilities returned by each Gaussian distribu-

tion. Consequently, following the example of Fig. 4.5, the final extreme pose detection is summarized in the

sub-captions. Fig. 4.6 illustrates the training steps of the method for the example of Fig. 4.5.

(a) Initial feature space. (b) Cluster selection.

(c) Centroids of clusters.

Figure 4.6: UnESC initial feature space (sorted) and cluster selection.
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(a) Eye-O (b) Eye-O (c) Eye-O (d) Eye-U (e) Eye-C

(f) Mouth-O (g) Mouth-O (h) Mouth-U (i) Mouth-C (j) Mouth-C

Figure 4.7: Qualitative results of UnESC on GSL video.Figures 4.7(a)-4.7(e): Left eye opening/closing

using geometrical measurements.Figures 4.7(f)-4.7(j): Mouth opening/closing using LAAM.

4.3.1.2 Application to Multiple Facial Cues for Sign Language Videos

Feature selection is an important step of UnESC method. The method detects extreme states of possible

facial event, as long as the user selects the appropriate feature for the event. Next we present applications on

sign language videos for different features.

Extreme Face Pose and Global AAMs:The training of GAAMs for face tracking determines the

directions of highest variance as occurred by PCA. In practice, the variance demonstrates the amount of

displacement caused on the mean shape’s landmark points because of a specific eigenvector. Consequently,

for the pose detection over yaw, pitch and roll angles we use the first eigenshape’s parameterp1, the second

eigenshape’s parameterp2 and the similarity transform parameterst1:2 respectively. Furthermore, it is ex-

pected for the pose variation to be accumulated by the most important eigenshapes in sign language videos,

since there is high pose variation.

Extreme Eyes States and Local Geometrical Measurements:On contrary to the two most important

GAAM eigenshapes, the rest of the eigenvectors express multiple facial alterations which is inconvenient for

the detection of independent facial cues. In order to encounter these dependencies we employ the euclidean

distances between appropriately selected landmark points. For example, in the case of eyes extreme opening

and closing states, the feature space consists of the distances between two points located on the upper and

lower eyelid from the GAAM face mask. Figures 4.7(a)-4.7(e)illustrate the results of this application on

GSL database.

Extreme Mouth States and Local AAMs: For the detection of more complex events we project the

GAAM parameters into LAAMs, appropriately trained to represent the variance of a specific face area. For

example, an LAAM trained using the inner lips landmark points produces a linear space of five eigenvectors,

with the first two covering the83.5% of the variance and representing the most characteristic mouthings

- smile/frown and circle/straight lips. Using the first eigenshape’s parameter we detect the mouth’s open-

ing/closing as shown in Figs. 4.7(f)-4.7(j) for the GSL database.

In this section, we have presented a simple yet efficient unsupervised approach for the detection of

extreme states on a feature space. The method is applied after facial image analysis on video streams from

continuous sign language without any facial annotation, and succesfully detects extreme head turns, the

opening and closing of the eyes and mouth. We are based on the tracking and feature extraction of appropriate
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Global+Local AAM shape parameters ending up in a 1D feature space. The overall approach is evaluated

both qualitatively and quantitatively on multiple databases with multiple subjects showing promissing and

intuitive results, opening in this way generic perspectives with impact on the automatic annotation of large

corpora.

4.3.2 Incorporation of Facial Cues

4.3.2.1 Unsupervised Detections and Linguistic Phenomena

Facial cues are employed in sign language articulation and comprehension via multiple ways. The compu-

tational incorporation of information processed from facial cues is much more complex when compared for

instance with handshape information. This is due to both themultiple facial cues that may arise and the

multiple ways that each cue may participate each time. By facial cues we refer to non-manual cues that

are either related to intra-face actions, or other cues suchas pose which are more generally related with the

head. Consider for instance facial cues such as local or global actions as: 1) blinking of the eyes, 2) variation

of face pose over yaw, pitch and roll angles, 3) translation of face position, 4) the global facial expression,

5) the mouthings. A main issue with facial cues as the above examples is the variability with which they may

participate in sign language articulation. These multipleways concern the linguistic level they account for, as

for instance, the lower phonetic level, the sign level or higher linguistic levels. Due to this variability, facial

cues cannot be incorporated as are, i.e. as another information stream that bags all different measurements.

We consider the following strategy: Based on either existing evidence and/or our own observations, we

structure an approach that accounts each time for a specific facial cue, and links it with a corresponding

linguistic phenomenon. In this way we construct links of 1) facial cues via the corresponding detections,

with 2) a few selected linguistic phenomena. The detectionsresult after processing the corresponding facial

cues with the unsupervised extreme states classification approach presented in Section 4.3.1.2; in this way the

method presented therein fits well with our goals in this section. The detections are constructed so that they

are related to linguistic phenomena. The linguistic phenomena considered are: low-level and high-level. The

low level phenomena includeSign and Sentence boundaries. The higher level phenomena addressed consist

of thealternative constructionsand theenumerations(these are among the ones listed and discussed in [10]).

In this section we present qualitative results from phenomena detection on the Dicta-Sign Continuous

GSL corpus for subject 012B and Task-4.

Eye Blinking

The eyes w.r.t. their opening may take one of the two states (open/closed). Herein we are interested on

the transient blinking of the eyes. Results are presented inFig. 4.8: These show the signer’s left eye in a

transition neutral-close-neutral. Neutral state is considered as intermediate, i.e. neither close nor open. The

sub-figures caption contain the detections as a result of theUnESC. We assume that the eyes’ blinking is

related to the sign and sentence boundaries. Thus, in Figure4.8(o) we place in parallel to the detection plot

the sign boundaries. The above does not imply that each boundary is linked with an eye blinking nor vice
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versa.

(a) #662 - Neutral(b) #663 - Neu-

tral

(c) #664 - Close (d) #665 - Close (e) #666 - Close (f) #667 - Close (g) #668 - Neu-

tral

(h) #669 - Neu-

tral

(i) #670 - Neutral(j) #671 - Neutral(k) #672 - Neu-

tral

(l) #673 - Neutral(m) #674 - Neu-

tral

(n) #675 - Close

656 658 660 662 664 666 668 670 672 674 676

Close

Neutral

Open

Frame Number

Le
ft 

ey
e

 

 

Detection
Annotation

(o) Plot of detection vs annotation stream

Figure 4.8: Detection of sign boundary phenomenon in a sentence based on UnESC method for eye blinking

of frames 662-675.4.8(a)-4.8(b):First sign ending.4.8(c)-4.8(h):Transition state with the sign boundary

at frame 669.4.8(i)-4.8(n):Second sign start.

Pose Variation and Head Movements

The pose of the face can be varied due to either an intended pose variation or due to a movement of the head

that may imply also an update in the perceived face pose. We focus on the following cases: 1) Translations of

the face along the perpendicular axis. 2) Pose variation of the head over the pitch angle (up/down). 3) Pose

variation over the yaw angle (right/left). 4) Pose variation over the roll angle (right/left). Herein we are

firstly interested on the transient pose variation over the pitch angle. This cue is linked to the translation

of the face over the vertical axis and corresponds to a head nodding. We assume that the pose over the

pitch angle (up/down) could be related to the sign and sentence boundaries. Additionally, for higher level

linguistic structures we assume that the face pose variation over the roll angle could be related to alternative

constructions and the face pose over the pitch angle or the vertical translation with enumerations and implicit

spatial references. Figure 4.9 shows indicatively an example for the first case. Figure 4.9(o) shows the
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detection stream superimposed on the annotation one.

(a) #815 - Left (b) #816 - Left (c) #817 - Left (d) #818 - Left (e) #819 - Left (f) #820 - Left (g) #821 - Neut

(h) #822 - Neut (i) #823 - Neut (j) #824 - Right (k) #825 - Right (l) #826 - Right (m) #827 - Right (n) #828 - Right
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(o) Plot of detection vs annotation stream

Figure 4.9: Detection of alternative construction phenomenon in a sentence based on UnESC method for

pose variation over roll angle of frames 815-828.4.9(a)-4.9(b):First part of the alternation.4.9(c)-4.9(i):

Transition state.4.9(j)-4.9(n):Second part.

4.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have presented how we employ the visual processing of the multiple cues for visual

phonetic modeling of the handshape and face cues. First, we have shown how to incorporate information

of the non-dominant hand. Next, we build statistical handshape subunits and then integrate them with the

movement-position cues. Finally, we exploit the facial visual processing, via an unsupervised approach for

the detection of numerous actions of interest. These actions are related to facial cues that could be linguis-

tically meaningful. Based on this assumption we explore their incorporation as related to the corresponding

linguistic phenomena.
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Chapter 5

Multiple Signers, Adaptation and Lexicon

We investigate sign language recognition based on subunit statistical models and propose a new framework

for multiple signers recognition and signer adaptation.

Two major sources of variation appear when dealing with Multiple Signers for Continuous Sign Lan-

guage Recognition:

1) Variation of articulation due to signer variability:

Example: Two signers articulate exactly the same pronunciation of one sign. Take for instance sign

AIRPLANE (in GSL) shown in Fig. 5.1(a),5.1(b). Nevertheless due to the variability of the articulators

of each signer and/or the manner of signing the features extracted in each realization will be more or less

different, depending on the case. Thus if the already trained visual phonetic subunit models (see Chapter 3)

are dependent on the signer (Signer Dependent, SD), the employment of a different signer for testing will

affect negatively the recognition performance. In order tohandle this issue within the presented framework

we discriminate the following two options:

a) Employ signer independent (subunit) models. This leads to theSigner Independent (SI)scenario.

b) Adapt the already trained signer depended subunit modelsfor a new signer employing development

data. This leads to theSigner Adaptation (SA)scenario.

In order to deal with the multiple signers issue we have employed both signer independent subunit models

and signer adaptation. In Section 5.1 we present an approachfor constructing signer independent subunit

models. More specifically in Section 5.1.1 we present the proposed signer independent visual phonetic

subunit models which are linguistically meaningful as opposed to purely data-driven ones; we call these

phoneticRaw Canonical(SU-CanRaw) phonetic subunits since they are constructed by equal partitioning

of the feature space. In addition, in Section 5.2 we introduce an advancement of the SU-CanRaw phonetic

models, called SU-Can models, that can account for signer adaptation for the movement-position SUs.

2) Variation of articulation due to multiple pronunciation s and/or co-articulation of Continuous

Sign Language:

Example: In Fig. 5.1(c),5.1(d) we illustrate two realizations of the sign AIRPLANE (in GSL) as ar-

ticulated in Task 4 of the GSL Continuous Corpus. As observedthese realizations correspond to different
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(a) AIRPLANE-1 (b) AIRPLANE-1 (c) AIRPLANE-2 (d) AIRPLANE-3

Figure 5.1: Four realizations for the sign AIRPLANE. (a,b) correspond to the same pronunciation from two

different signers as they appeared in the GSL Lemmas Corpus.(c,d) correspond to two different pronuncia-

tions as they appeared in the Continuous GSL Corpus.

pronunciations. More specifically, the signer employs different places-of-articulation/transition in each case.

The only component that remains the same in the specific example for both realizations is the handshape

configuration. In order to handle this issue within the presented framework we foresee the two following

options:

a) Employ a known pre-defined lexicon with the possible pronunciation variations.

b) Learn from the data the possible pronunciations for each sign.

In order to deal with the issue of multiple pronunciations wefollow the latter direction. More specifically

we automatically construct a lexicon which consists of eachsign’s pronunciations appeared in the specific

dataset (see Sec. 5.3 for more details).

5.1 Component E2: Signer Independent Models

5.1.1 Raw Canonical Phonetics-Based Subunits (SU-CanRaw)

Sign language recognition from multiple signers remains a quite tough problem due to the variability of the

sign articulation. In addition, the lack of phonetic transcriptions, standardized phonetic models and lexica

for SL corpora render continuous Sign Language Recognition(SLR) a quite hard problem [20,15]. Recogni-

tion tasks become even more demanding if we consider SL characteristics concerning the variability during

continuous signing, the multiple streams and multiple signers. Next, we present a framework for continuous

SLR that incorporates a new visual-phonetic modeling approach and constructs signer independent visual

phonetic-based subunit models without any prior phonetic information.

Speech recognition systems require a phoneme set, a lexicondecomposing each word to phonemes, and

an annotated data corpus. SLR requires to deal with manynewissues compared to speech [1,18], however the

above described ingredients are somehow indispensable. Despite the interdisciplinary SL research progress

such things as a phoneme-level lexicon are not yet standard.Nor is it easy to produce precise phonetic
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(a) WAIT (b) T (c) SATISFACTION (d) T (e) LOOK

(f) T (g) AIRPLANE (h) T (i) SHOCK (j) T

(k) AIRPLANE (l) T (m) FEEL

Figure 5.2: Sample of a continuous signing utterance: “WAITSATISFACTION LOOK AIRPLANE SHOCK

AIRPLANE FEEL”; epenthesis transitions (T) are shown in between signs due to coarticulation. For each

transition the first and the last frames of each are superimposed with indicative arrows.

transcriptions on SL corpora given the multiple parallel cues involved. By phonetic transcriptions we refer

to the annonation of visual events. Phoneme in sign corresponds to basic components of the multiple cues,

e.g. a basic movement, or handshape. The lack of a well-defined and accepted phonemes computationally

has been dealt by either employing sign-level models [7, 6] or data-driven methods [5, 21, 24, 71, 48]. With

data-driven methods one may succeed to address some issues.Nevertheless, data-driven subunits result on

linguistically meaningless symbols (SU). A few approacheshave incorporated linguistic knowledge such

as [65, 6, 13]. In section 3 and [49] sequential phonetic descriptions are mapped with statistical models In

this way there is an advancement towards the direction to what is by-default available in the case of speech.

Next, we present a SU-based statistical framework, for the automatic recognition of continuous SL

videos, introducing a new method for statistical visual signer independent SU models referred to asraw

canonical phonetic subunits(SU-CanRaw). These are build by 1) uniformly sampling the feature space and

constructing statistical HMM models that carry by construction phonetic information, and 2) then encapsu-

lating data-driven phonetic information related to the dynamic-static parts (from [48]) to handle sequentiality

of movements-postures respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Canonical SU-CanRaw movement SU (top row): a) Straight transitions’ partitioning (right (r),

left (l), up (u), down (d)) in the signing space. b) Corresponding SU-CanRaw HMM Models. c) Uniform

distributed posture SU. d) Samples of handshape SU.

5.1.1.1 Why Go Raw ?

SU-CanRaw Statistical Sub-Unit Models. The phonetics-based SU of [49] can be employed as is only

in the case of existing precise phoneme-level transcriptions. In the absence of the latter, and given that the

low-level phonetic annotation is time consuming, the alternatives are either to work towards phonetic adap-

tation for continuously articulated signs, or to constructnew models that account for the missing phonetic

information. Next, we investigate the latter. We introducethe Raw Canonical SU (SU-CanRaw) statistical

Models that carry, by default, phonetic information and aresigner independent.

Feature Space Issues.A usual issue when training models is the unequally or sparsely populated feature

space. This can hurt either data-driven or phonetic-based approach. Especially for the phonetics-based

case [49] due to the large number of phonetic labels, (due to HamNoSys1symbols) it is common that phonetic

models are barely populated or not at all. Thus during model training there shall be both missing or poorly

trained models. This fact affects recognition as well. WithSU-CanRaw models this situation is dealt by

1 The Hamburg SL Notation System [50]: a “phonetic” transcription system employed for SL phonetic-level description.
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deterministically populating the feature space with models. Herein we deal with the simplest case in which

the feature space is uniform; i.e. the case of transition straight and curved movements.

5.1.1.2 How to costruct them

The phonetic transcriptions related to movements (corresponding to the HamNoSys symbols) are charac-

terized by symmetry. For instance the straight lines samplethe 3D directions in the signing space2. We

take advantage of this and deterministicallydefinestatistical models that correspond to these equally spaced

initializations.

Transition Raw Canonical SU Models.For the transition models we employ HMM models considering

the curved and straight cases of transitions. We uniformly partition the hand’s transition direction feature

space generating all the different model initializations for the straight and curved types. The straight lines

partitioning is illustrated for the spatial signing space in Fig. 5.3 (a), normalizing the transitions at the same

initial point (0, 0). We then construct a 5-state HMM for each transition on the direction feature space.

The mean parameters for each HMM state correspond to the point markers shown in Fig. 5.3 (a) after the

equal directions partitioning. Equal model variance is employed for each state requiring non-overlapping

Gaussians. This is illustrated in the models states Fig.5.3(b) of each transition. An example of these transition

SU-CanRaw is depicted in Fig. 5.4(b) where the transition inthe sign SHOCK corresponds to T2 transition

SU-CanRaw model Fig. 5.3(b) green dotted line (i.e. an upper-right transition). All the above concern the

direction feature and require no training. We incorporate statistics on velocity in Section 5.1.1.3. Similarly

we construct curved SUs transitions.

Posture SU Models.For the postures we uniformly partition the 2D sign space creating the canonical

posture models. Figure 5.3(c) shows the partitioning in the2D sign space. Then we construct a GMM for

each posture (Pi, i = 1, .., 9) employing as feature the x,y coordinates. These models arenot “canonical”

in the way the transition models are w.r.t. HamNoSys symbolsbut are rather initialized in a uniform way.

Examples of these posture SU models are illustrated in Fig.5.4(d,f) which correspond to two posture SU

models (P4, P5) in the sign SATISFACTION.

5.1.1.3 Adding Dynamic-Static Data-Driven Statistics

Main characteristics prevailing during sign language articulation are multiple streams and sequentiality.

Driven by the Movement-Hold sequential structure [34] and given the lack of phonetic information, it is

essential to enhance the SU-CanRaw models so that they account for sequentiality. For this, we employ

the Dynamic-Static data-driven method [48] on unsupervised detection of sequential Postures (Static) and

Transitions (Dynamic). For the separation of the dynamic/static parts, we employ the velocity feature. Dy-

namic (D) parts correspond to movements and Static (S) to non-movements. Considering that the transition

SU-CanRaw models are built on the direction feature space, they contain no information on the velocity pa-

rameter. We incorporate such dynamics by increasing the SU-CanRaw models with an extra stream. In this

2We consider the straight and curved transitions. In spite ofthe existence of more HamNoSys symbols, the accounted ones

provide enough variability to describe a variety of movements and signs.
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way the final SU models contain the statistics on direction that partition the spatial domain and at the same

time they encapsulate data-driven information that has been efficient for the sequential detection of dynamic

(transitions) vs. static (postures). Similarly we enhancethe posture models.

5.2 Component E3: Signer Adaptation: Canonical Phonetics-Based Sub-

units (SU-Can)

5.2.1 Canonical Phonetic Sub-Units

In the previous section 5.1.1 we have presented the Raw Canonical SU Models (SU-CanRaw). These corre-

spond to signer independent SU models that carry phonetic information. Herein we introduce an advance-

ment of these SU-CanRaw Models called Canonical SU Models (SU-Can) that can take into account signer

adaptation. More specifically, employing the already constructed SU-CanRaw models and a small sample

of data as a development set from the new signer we train and generate the SU-Can models that are adapted

to the new signer and in addition retains their phonetic information. This signer adaptation scheme has been

employedonly for the movement-position cue i.e. it hasn’t been employed for the handshape information

cue yet.

Next, we describe the procedure for theCanonical Phonetic Sub-Units. For their construction we take

as input: the phonetic PDTS transcriptions and the featuresfrom processing the video data after feature

extraction. The procedures involved in this process include: (1) the initial generation of the Raw Canonical

(RC) phonetic subunit models for the transitions/posture SUs (see section 5.1.1), (2) the employment of the

Raw Canonical phonetic subunit models for phonetic segmentation; (3) the training of a Unary Canonical

(UC) phonetic subunit model employing the phonetic segmentation of the previous step; (4) the re-generation

the final Canonical phonetic subunits.

5.2.1.1 Segmentation via Raw Canonical Models (SU-CanRaw)

Employing the raw canonical models and the phonetic annotation we segment each sign realization. For

each sign we define a grammar based on the phonetic transcription. Due to the articulation variability each

realization can differ from the citation form. Thus the PDTSgrammar we employ allows deletions and

substitutions. We obtain the phonetic segmentation time boundaries via HMM decoding and force alignment.

5.2.1.2 Training and Re-generation of Canonical Models (SU-Can)

Taking as input the phonetic segmentation from the previoussection 5.2.1.1, we continue with the training of

the SU-CanRaw models and the generation of the SU-Can models. More specifically, for the generation of

the SU-Can straight transition models we employ the following steps : 1) Gather all data from the develop-

ment set of the new signer that correspond to straight transitions utilizing the segmentation boundaries from

the previous step and normalize them w.r.t. their direction. An example is illustrated in Fig.5.5(a) where we

have normalized w.r.t. their direction all data from the development set of the new signer that correspond
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(a) P4-HS4 (b) T2 (c) P5-HS4

(d) P4-HS14 (e) MB-T7-T7 (f) P5-HS14

(g) P4-HS18 (h) T8 (i) P5-HS18

Figure 5.4: Top: Example of sign SHOCK decomposed into subunits P4-HS4 T2 P5-HS4 (a-c). Middle:

Example of sign SATISFACTION decomposed into subunits P4-HS14, MB-T7-T7, P5-HS14 (d-f). Bottom:

Example of sign AIRPLANE decomposed into subunits P4-HS14,MB-T7-T7, P5-HS14 (g-i).Pi correspond

to posture SU models,HSi to handshape SU models,Ti to transition SU-CanRaw models and MB-Ti-Tj

transition-of-both-hands SU models.
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Figure 5.5: Transition Canonical Models (SU-Can) : (a) All data from the development set of the new signer

that correspond to straight transitions normalize w.r.t. their direction in order to map to straight transition

with rightward (r) direction. (b) straight transition canonical models (right (r), left (l), up (u), down (d), out

(o)). (c-g) curve transition canonical models, for instance o-r correspond to a curve transition with outward

direction and rightward curve.

to straight transitions in order to map to straight transition with rightward direction. 2) Employ these data

(Fig. 5.5(a)) in order to train a unary canonical model with the real data. This model corresponds to single

straight transition with a specific direction (in this case right). 3) Next, we generate the straight transition
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canonical models by rotating the unary model uniformly sampling the 3D direction feature space (see Figure

5.5(b)). Employing exactly the same procedure for the curvetransitions, we generate the curve transition

SU-Can models. These are illustrated in Figures 5.5(c-g). For the posture canonical models we initialize

them with the raw models and then we train them employing embedded re-estimation on the data from the

development set of the new signer.

5.3 Lexicon Construction

As we have already discussed in the introductory part of Chapter 5, one of the main problems in Continuous

Sign Language Recognition is the variation of the sign articulation w.r.t. the citation form in the lexicon. An

example of this phenomenon is presented in Figs. 5.1(c), 5.1(d) where we have illustrated two realizations

of the sign AIRPLANE in GSL as appeared in the continuous corpus. As we observe, both realizations

correspond to a different pronunciation w.r.t. to the citation form in the lexicon Figs. 5.1(a),5.1(b). In order

to handle this mismatch between the lexicon entries and whatis actually articulated we have to learn from the

data each sign’s pronunciations appeared in the specific dataset and insert new lexical entries in the lexicon.

Data-Driven Lexicon Construction. Employing the visual-phonetic subunits presented in the previous

sections we segment each sign realizations via HMM decodingand force alignment. For this we do not incor-

porate any phonetics information in terms of intra-sign ground-truth phonetic annotation (in contrast to [49]).

Thus in these terms it is data-driven. More specifically, we concatenate the visual-phonetic subunits models

in a network and decode via HMMs each feature sequence via theViterbi generating a sequence of SU labels

with their start/end frames. Applying the above for all signs (since we have considered their boundaries)

leads to the formation of a lexicon with intra-sign segmentation boundaries for each sign. The units of this

lexicon may contain either transition based SUs or posture+handshape SUs. An example of this lexicon con-

struction employing the SU-Can models is depicted in Figs. 5.4(a-c), Fig.5.4(d-f) and Fig.5.4(g-i) show the

decomposition of three signs SHOCK, SATISFACTION and AIRPLANE respectively into the SU they con-

sist. Sign SATISFACTION (Figs.5.2(c), 5.4(a-c)) consistsof 3 SUs: A posture-handshape SU (P4-HS14),

a downward straight transition-of-both-hands SU (MB-T7-T7) and a posture-handshape SUs (P5-HS14).

Sign SHOCK (Figs.5.2(c), 5.4(a-c)) consists of 3 SUs: A posture-handshape SU (P4-HS4), an upward-left

straight transition SU (T2) and a posture-handshape SUs (P5-HS4). Sign AIRPLANE (Figs.5.2(g), 5.4(g-i))

consists of 3 SUs: A posture-handshape SU (P4-HS18), a downward-left straight transition SU (T8) and a

posture-handshape SUs (P5-HS18).

5.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have focused on approaches that account for signer adaptation and signer independent

models. First, the introduced raw-canonical visual phonetic models are immune to signer dependent phonet-

ics. Then, the signer adapted canonical visual phonetic models, after retraining on signer specific develop-

ment data provide increased performance due to the adapted phonetics.
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For the case of data-driven (Dynamic-Static Data-driven subunits) or other phonetics-based subunits the

approach we follow focuses on signer independent models viaa multi-train scenario.

The introduced raw and canonical models apart from their ability to handle multiple signers are char-

acterized by another fundamental feature: This is their correspondence by construction with the linguistic-

phonetic knowledge, rendering them in this way – similarly to the previously introduced phonetics-based

PDTS subunits – phonetically meaningful. Another asset of the raw canonical models is the incorporation

of the unsupervised dynamic-static component which provides statistical evidence as an initialization for the

sequential structure of signing.

Finally, in all the above we have followed the direction of learning and actually constructing the lexicon

in a data driven manner via employment of the corresponding subunits each time. Thus, another output of

the approaches is the automatic lexicon construction: thishas phonetically meaningful entries for each sign.
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Chapter 6

Classification and Recognition Experiments

6.1 Sign Level Classification for Dictation Style (UniS)1

Many of the features described in the previous D1.3 Deliverable [62] can be presented as binary feature

vectors. In this section we discuss how they can be combined for sign level classification. Specifically,

motion, location and Handshape binary feature vectors are concatenated to create a single binary feature

vector. This feature vector is then used as the input to a signlevel classifier for recognition. By using

a binary approach, better generalisation is obtained and far less training data is required than approaches

which must generalise over both a continuous input space as well as the variability between signs.

One problem with traditional Markovian approaches is that they encode an exact series of transitions

over all features rather than relying only on discriminative features. This can lead to significant reliance

on user dependant feature combinations which if not replicated in test data, will result in poor recognition

performance. SP, on the other hand, compare the input data for relevant features and ignore the irrelevant

features. A SP is a sequence of discriminativeitemsets(i.e. feature subsets) that occur in positive examples

and not negative examples (see Figure 6.1). We define an itemset T as the dimensions of the feature vector

F that have the value of 1:T ⊂ {1, ...,D} be a set of integers where∀t ∈ T, ft = 1. Following this, we

define a SPT of length|T| as:T = (Ti)
|T|
i=1

, whereTi is an itemset.

In order to use SP for classification, we first define a method for detecting SP in an input sequence of

feature vectors. To this end, firstly letT be a SP we wish to detect. Suppose the given feature vector input

sequence of|F| frames isF = (Ft)
|F |
t=1

, whereFt is the binary feature vector defined in Section 6.1. We

firstly convertF into the SPI = (It)
|F|
t=1

, whereIt is the itemset of feature vectorFt. We say that the SPT

is present inI if there exists a sequence(βi)
|T|
i=1

, whereβi < βj wheni < j and∀i = {1, ..., |T|}, Ti ⊂ Iβi
.

This relationship is denoted with the⊂S operator, i.e.T ⊂S I. Conversely, if the sequence(βi)
|T|
i=1

does not

exist, we denote it asT 6⊂S I.

From this, we can then define a SP weak classifier as follows: Let T be a given SP andI be an itemset

sequence derived from some input binary vector sequenceF . A SP weak classifier orSP weak classifier,

1This section is contributed by the Univ. of Surrey group.
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hT(I), can be constructed as follows:

hT(I) =







1, if T ⊂S I

−1, if T 6⊂S I
(6.1)

A strong classifier can be constructed by linearly combininga number (S) of selected SP weak classifiers in

the form of:

H(I) =
S
∑

i=1

αih
Ti

i (I) (6.2)

The weak classifiershi are selected iteratively based on example weights formed during training. In order

to determine the optimal weak classifier at each Boosting iteration, the common approach is to exhaustively

consider the entire set of candidate weak classifiers and finally select the best weak classifier (i.e. that with

the lowest weighted error). However, finding SP weak classifiers corresponding to optimal SP this way is

not possible due to the immense size of the SP search space. Tosolve this, the method of SP Boosting is em-

ployed [45].This method poses the learning of discriminative SP as a tree based search problem. The search

is made efficient by employing a set of pruning criteria to findthe SP that provide optimal discrimination

between the positive and negative examples. The resulting tree-search method is integrated into a boosting

framework; resulting in the SP-Boosting algorithm that combines a set of unique and optimal SP for a given

classification problem. For this work, classifiers are builtin a one-vs-one manner and the results aggregated

for each sign class. This one-vs-one manner makes the final classifiers untenable over large vocabularies.

In order to combat this a second novel method was developed, MC-SPT. This method builds similar SP but

stores them in a tree structure which allows feature sharingacross different classes. Whereas the previous

approach used SP in a binary manner between classes, the treeaugments this to allow multi-class compar-

isons. Experimental results show that these two approachesare comparable in accuracy but the MC-SPT is

significantly more efficient. While the run time of the original implementation is of orderO(C2) (whereC

is the number of classes), the tree approach has a complexitywhich is independent of the number of classes.

Strings of dictation style signs, separated by pauses, are recognised as follows: First the signs are cap-

tured and converted to feature vectors. Then the classifiersare applied using a sliding window across the

entire sequence. For each point in the sequence the SP count for the top four signs is accumulated. Since the

SP are trained on isolated signs, the SP counts during the holds in-between signs are relatively low. These

low SP count regions are used to segment the signs. The segmented signs are now classified using the SP

counts previously calculated.

6.1.1 Recognition Accuracy

While the recognition prototype is intended to work as a livesystem, quantitative results have been obtained

by the standard method of splitting pre-recorded data into training and test sets. The split between test

and training data can be done in several ways. This work uses two versions, the first to show results on

signer dependent data, as is traditionally used, the secondshows performance on un-seen signers, a signer

independent test.
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(a) Feature vector

(b) SP

Figure 6.1: Pictorial description of SP.

(a) shows an example feature vector made up of 2D motions of the hands. In this case the first element

shows ‘right hand moves up’, the second ‘right hand moves down’ etc. (b) shows a plausible pattern that

might be found for the sign ‘bridge’. In this sign the hands move up to meet each other, they move apart and

then curve down as if drawing a hump-back bridge.
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2 Datasets are used to evaluate these features and higher level learning mechanisms. There is the GSL

lemma which has been captured and tracked in both 2D and 3D. Due to errors in the methods used, the full

5 repetitions are not available for the entire lexicon in both formats and therefore results are shown on a

significant subset of 984 signs for the 2D data and 612 signs for the 3D tracking. The remaining datasets was

captured in-house and consists of signs from the DGS lemma, performed by various subjects. It contains 40

DGS signs, chosen to provide a phonetically balanced subsetof HamNoSys motion and location phonemes.

There are 14 participants each performing all the signs 5 times. The data was captured using a mobile system

giving varying view points.

In Table 6.1 is shown the results over the large GSL lexicon. Baseline tests are done with both the

2D and 3D tracking data using Markov chains. This allows a comparison with the MC-SPT which uses a

discriminative learning approach. Each learning method returns a ranked list of the signs which it thinks

a test example best matches. In order to evaluate these methods we show not only how often the sign is

returned as the number one result (row ‘1’ in the table) but also how often it appears within the top four

results (row ‘4’ in the table). Using the Markov chains with just the 2D tracked features (D1.3 sections 5.1 &

7.1) gives 68.5%, this can be increased to 71.4% by includingthe handshapes from D1.3 section 8.1 and by

moving to the discriminative learning method of SPT an extra3pp is gained. Preliminary results have been

obtained using the 3D tracked features (D1.3 sections 5.2 & 7.2), these results using the Markov Chains are

similar to those when using the 2D features. This is because,while the 3D tracking increases the information

contained in the features it also increases the amount of noise which is difficult to model across only four

training examples. Similarly, the MC-SPT outperforms the Markov Chains due to its ability to ignore much

of this noise. However, in this un-optimised form it is likely that the limited number of examples limits the

relevant SP which can be found.

Learning MC MC-SPT MC MC-SPT

Features 2D 2D+HS 2D+HS 3D

1 68.5% 71.4% 74.1% 68.4% 70.4%

4 81.4% 82.3% 89.2% 75.0% 83.1%

Table 6.1: Results over the GSL lemma data using either the 2Dtracking features (with and without hand-

shape) or the 3D Tracking features. Both the Markov Chain (MC) and the MC-SPT are compared.

Table 6.2 again compares the effectiveness of the Markov chains with the SPT. This time the data set is

smaller but contains multiple signers. On this data there are two ways that the split can be made between

training and testing examples. If the split is made such thatevery subject is present not only in the test but

also in the training examples then the problem is consideredto be ‘Signer Dependent’. The more complex

challenge is the ‘Signer Independent’ test, when the subject used to test the classifier was not present in any

of the training examples. The SPT out performs the Markov Chains on both types of test. One of the other

advantages of the SPT is that the StdDev of the different signer independent runs was significantly lower

than that of the Markov chains. The outcome of this is that theSPT generalises better between signers and
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is more consistent in its ability to classify signs from a previously unseen signer.

MC SPT

SD SI SD SI

1 55% 50% 60% 55%

4 86% 81% 92% 88%

Table 6.2: Performance of the Markov Chains (MC) and the SPT learning approaches over the DGS Kinect

data. Both the Signer Dependent (SD) and Signer Independent(SI) cases are shown.

Table 6.3 shows the effect of adding the depth handshape features (D1.3 section 8.2) into the sign level

recognition. These tests are done on a single signer from theDGS Kinect data set. As can be seen, by adding

the coarse resolution 20 cluster descriptor for the handshape, a 4.5pp increase can be gained. Used in their

binary form, the 50 cluster descriptor adds a small improvement, and the 100 cluster descriptor does not

generalise sufficiently even for the person dependent case.

HS Clusters

0 20 50 100

1 77.5% 82.0% 78.0% 73.0%

4 92.5% 92.5% 92.1% 95.0%

Table 6.3: Effects of adding depth derived handshape cluster information to a signer dependent test using the

SPT on DGS Kinect data.

The other point to note is the difference between the tasks ofindividual-signer signer-dependent recog-

nition, multi-signer signer-dependent recognition and signer-independent recognition. Using the same, dis-

criminative, robust technique across the 3 different challenges on the same data, the results are remarkably

different. Using the SPT on the DGS Kinect data, by choosing the training/test data to fit these challenges

we achieve 77.5%, 60% & 55% respectively. By requiring a signer dependent classifier to generalise to

multi-signer data the classification rates are reduced by 17.5pp. By further asking the classifier to generalise

to an unseen-signer at test time, a 5pp decrease occurs.
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6.2 Evaluation Criteria

In the experiments that follow we employ the following evaluation criteria:

Sign Correct= (N−D−S)/N ·100%, (6.3)

Sign Accuracy= (N−D−S−I)/N ·100%. (6.4)

N corresponds to the total number of signs andD,S, I to Deletion, Substitution and Insertion errors.

We also introduce another criterion, the Penalized Sign Accuracy Low Bound (PenAcc), that accounts for

single subunit sequence mapping to multiple signs [39,48] phenomenon. More specifically,SignAccuracy

considers a sign as correct if it is in the set of signs relatedto this subunit sequence; this holdsevenif other

signs are present in the set. In contrastPenAccaccounts for the above effect: for each examplei classified as

correct for a set ofN test examples we increase the PenAcc byPenAcci = 1

BF ·N whereBF is the cardinality

of the set of signs that the specific subunit sequence is mapped to.

6.3 Visual Phonetic Modeling for Continuous Recognition

6.3.1 Data-Driven subunits (SU-DD)

In this section we present a short description of the experiments employing SU-DD models (see Section 3.1),

since these are compared in many cases with the methods employed in the sections that follow. For more

details see Deliverable D2.2 [39].

Experimental configuration: In the experiments presented in this sub-section we utilizethe Sign Lan-

guage Corpus BU400 [16]. Among the whole corpus, we select for processing six videos that contain stories

narrated from a single signer2. We employ 60% of the data for training and 40% for testing. This partitioning

samples data from all videos, and among all realizations persign in order to equalize gloss occurrence.

Comparisons with other Data-Driven Approaches: The proposed approach SU-DSC makes use of

of dynamic vs. static segmentation and classification followed by the described steps in the previous Sec-

tion 3.1. All processing is realized at the level of the segments. Next, we compare the SU-DSC with other

versions. These are summarized as follows.

1) The first simplified approach makes use of the same segmentation as in SU-DSC i.e. 2-state ergodic

HMM model. However, it does not incorporate the dynamic vs. static label assignment. In this way

we evaluate the contribution of the specific dynamic vs. static labeling assignment component, and the

implied adapted modeling for each label.

2) This approach employs a different segmentation approachthat is based on a 3-state left-right HMM

model. SU-Segm still employs processing of whole segments as the cases of SU-noDSC , SU-DSC .

However, it does not employ any labels to discriminate amongthe segments as described in [21].

2Videos are identified namely as:accident, biker_buddy, boston_la, football, lapd_story andsiblings.
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Figure 6.2: Recognition Experiments in BU400 [16] ASL, employing 94 signs: (a) Comparison with other

approaches and features combinations. (b) Variation of thenumber of signs.

3) Finally, we also compare with another approach (SU-Frame) that is based on frame-level clustering

without considering segments. This approach employs the single independent frames to construct

subunits by k-means clustering. Next, it models each one of the subunits by fenones as described

in [5].

All cases in the above approaches have been adapted so as to fitour recognition framework and facilitate

the fare comparisons. Specifically for cases in SU-Segm and SU-Frame , the approaches compared resemble

existing works in the literature [5,21] respectively. These are based too on unsupervised subunit construction

for sign recognition.
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By comparing SU-DSC with the other cases we observe the following. First, in terms of sign level

accuracy the proposed method outperforms the other approaches as shown in Fig.6.2(a). Yet by inspecting

the discrimination factor quantifications we see that SU-Frame succeeds on being highly discriminative

compared to our case. However, this is due to over-segmentation that is realized at the frame level: the

result is that the subunit sequences’ space becomes fragmented. In contrast, by constructing subunits at the

segments’ level the issue of over-segmentation is not present and the rest of the approaches show improved

performance compared to SU-Frame . Finally, comparing SU-DSC vs. SU-noDSC i.e. exploiting the

dynamic/static label assignment we obtain both better recognition results and discrimination factor.

Variation of the Vocabulary Size: Next, we compare the proposed approach with the other ones men-

tioned above while varying the vocabulary size. In these experiments we are showing results employing

SPn-P Fig. 6.2(b). Note that we keep the same number of clusters fixed for all cases to explore the efficacy

of the models in equal terms. We observe that the SU-Frame approach, although discriminates among a

higher number of signs its sign level accuracy is inferior compared to the other methods, especially for larger

vocabulary sizes Fig. 6.2(b). The approaches (SU-noDSC , SU-Segm ) that exploit subunits at the segment

level perform in a middle range of accuracies, while the proposed approach SU-DSC shows performance

improvements of 14% on average.

6.3.2 Phonetic based subunits (SU-P)

The recognition task in this section was conducted on one signer and 961 out of the 1046 signs of the Greek

Sign Language Lemmas Corpus. Approximately half of the missing 85 signs share the same pronunciation

with another sign, and thus are the same for recognition purposes, while the other half were eliminated due to

unacceptably poor tracking or poor segmentation of the five repetitions into individual signs. The data were

split randomly into four training examples and one testing example per sign, which was the same across all

experiments. The modeling and recognition proceeded, as described in Section 3. Our evaluation criterion

was the number of correctly recognized signs, via matching sequences of phonetic labels to the lexicon.

We first compare the two approaches for subunit construction, as follows: (1)Data-Driven (SU-DD):

Data-driven subunit construction, which does not make use of any phonetic transcription labels. (2)Phonetic

(SU-P):Phonetics-based approach which makes use of the PDTS phonetic labels, via the statistically trained

subunit models.

Second, we evaluate the relationship between lexicon size and recognition accuracy. In addition, for the

DD approach, we evaluate the number of subunits employed forstatic and dynamic models against accuracy.

The number of phonetic subunits is determined by the PDTS labels.

In Fig. 6.3(a) we compare the DD subunit (employing the number of SUs which corresponds to the best

performance) with the P subunit approach, w.r.t. the lexicon size. By increasing the number of signs, the

recognition performance for both approaches decreases; this is expected as the recognition task becomes

harder. The phonetics-based approach outperforms the data-driven one across all experiments. Nevertheless,

we observe that with an increasing number of signs, the recognition performance of the phonetic approach

deteriorates more than the one of the data-driven approach.This is also expected, because more signs
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of Data-Driven (DD) Subunits without phonetic evidence vs. Phonetic based ap-

proach (P). (a) Sign Accuracy, (b) Number of subunits. In (a,b) x-axis corresponds to the variation on the

number of signs. (c) For the maximum number of signs, sign accuracy as affected by the number of subunits

(x-axis) in the DD case; in the Phonetic approach number of subunits is predefined.

mean more PDTS labels — and a high number of labels makes the task harder (Fig. 6.3(b)). In contrast,

with the data-driven approach without any phonetic labels,as the number of signs increases, more data are

accumulated in the feature space, which is partitioned via the clustering methods afterward. Another aspect

is presented in Figure 6.3(c), which shows the results of thephonetic approach with a varying number of

data-driven subunits. The number of static units was held constant at 500, while the number of dynamic ones

varied. This experiment focuses on the details of the experiment presented in Fig. 6.3(a) with the 961 signs.

To conclude results on a GSL Lemmas corpus are promising, leading to at least 2% improvements

compared to the data- driven approach on a set of close to 1000lemmas, and 7% on average across all

experiments.
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Figure 6.4: Recognition Experiments in GSL Lemmas Database(see Section 1.3). Comparison of employing

the non-dominant hand or not for two different Signers A and B.Utilize SU-DD models. (a) Sign Accuracy,

(b) Penalized Sign Accuracy (PenAcc).

6.4 Multiple Cues Fusion and Multiple Signers

6.4.1 Multiple Hands and Non-Dominant Hand

Herein we examine the effect in the recognition performanceafter incorporating the movement-position

cue from the non-dominant hand. The evaluation is conductedon two signers for the signer independent

validation of the method, (Signer-A and Signer-B). The experiments are conducted on data from the Greek

Sign Language Lemmas Corpus (see Section 1.3). We have employed 300 different signs. These contain

5 repetitions for each sign and for each of the two signers. The visual-phonetic subunits employed are the

SU-DD subunits models (see Section 3.1). Figures 6.4(a),6.4(b) show the results after incorporating the

movement-position cue from the non-dominant hand. We observe that by incorporating the second hand

models the recognition performance increases. This increase is for the Signer-A 16% and 14% in the Sign

Accuracy and PenAcc respectively. Similar increments are observed for Signer-B by 14% and 12% for the

Sign Accuracy and PenAcc respectively. This increase is expected as the movement-position cue of the

non-dominant hand contains important information during sign articulation, for and many signs employ both

hands during articulation.

6.4.2 Handshape integration

Herein we examine the effect of employing the handshape information cue in recognition performance. The

experiments are conducted on data from the GSL Continuous Corpus (see sec.1.3). The tasks included in

the evaluation are Task-4 and Task-2 for two different Signers (12B, 11A). Task-4 contains 50 utterances,

142 different signs and 461 total sign instances. Each utterance consists of 10 signs on average. Moreover

Task-2 contains 50 utterances, 90 different signs and 230 total sign instances.

We have conducted experiments employing the two aforementioned signers (referred as Signer-A and

Signer-B). In addition the features employed in each case are 1) Only movement-position cue for both
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Figure 6.5: Recognition Experiments in GSL Continuous Corpus Database (see Section 1.3). Comparisons

employing Handshape with Movement-Position cues (MP+HS) or only Movement-Position (MP) cues for

two different Signers A and B. The phonetic modeling is basedon SU-DD models with 16 and 9 number of

clusters for the dynamic and static SUs respectively. (a) Sign Accuracy, (b) Sign Correct.

the dominant and non-dominant hand (MP) without handshape.2) Incorporation of handshape cue with

movement-position cue for both the dominant and non-dominant hand (MP+HS). Furthermore the visual-

phonetic subunits employed are the SU-DD models (see Section 3.1); the number of clusters we utilize are

16 and 9 for the dynamic and static SUs respectively. As we observe in Figs. 6.5(a),6.5(b) by incorporating

the handshape information stream (MP+HS) the recognition performance is increased. This is validated in

all cases i.e. for both A and B signers and for both evaluationmeasures Sign Accuracy and Sign Correct.

Specifically, the recognition performance is increased forthe Signer-A by 17% and 18% and for the Signer-

B by 6% and 7% in % Correct and Accuracy respectively (Figs. 6.5(a),6.5(b)). This increase is expected

as handshape information contains valuable information for the sign articulation. An example of the sign

decoding for two utterances with and without employing handshape information (labels MP+HS and MP

respectively). REF corresponds to the ground truth reference sign-level transcription. (Note that the first

utterance corresponds to the utterance shown in Fig. 5.2)

REF WAIT SATISFACTION LOOK AIRPLANE SHOCK AIRPLANE FEEL

P WAIT X WALK OBLIGATION X SHOCK AIRPLANE OBLIGATION

P+HS WAIT GO SATISFACTION X AIRPLANE SHOCK AIRPLANE FEEL

REF ARRIVE SATISFACTION JOURNEY SEE CLOUD

P ARRIVE FOLLOW JOURNEY X X

P+HS ARRIVE SATISFACTION JOURNEY SEE CLOUD

As we observe by incorporating the handshape information stream more signs are recognized in both utter-

ance cases.

6.4.3 Multiple Signers and Signer Adaptation

Herein we present recognition experiment employing multiple signers for continuous sign language recog-

nition. The experiments are conducted on data from 2 Tasks (Task-4 and Task-2) and two Signers of the
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Figure 6.6: Recognition Experiments in GSL Continuous Corpus Database (see Section 1.3). Comparisons

employing multiple signers (A,B) and multiple SU approaches (SU-DD, SU-CanRaw) (a) Sign Accuracy,

(b) Sign Correct.

GSL Continuous Corpus(see Section 1.3). We have employed movement-position cue for the dominant and

non-dominant hand and handshape information cue as features.
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Figure 6.7: Sample of Data-Driven SUs (SU-DD)

Data-Driven (SU-DD) vs. SU-CanRaw SU:For the SU-DD SU construction we utilize the same number

of dynamic and static clusters as in the SU-CanRaw SU (16 and 9clusters for the dynamic and static SUs

respectively). For the training of the SU-DD we employ a training set i.e. multi-train scenario, in contrast to

the SU-CanRaw SU which have been created constructively without the need of a training set. As observed

in Figs. 6.6(a),6.6(b) the recognition results are similar. Therefore, by employing SU-CanRaw we can still

obtain similar recognition performance and maintain the advantage of SU-CanRaw models i.e. the mapping

of the SUs to the phonetic labels. For instance, we present the transition SUs that correspond to the SU-DD

T2, T7, T6 in Fig. 6.7. By comparing these with the corresponding transitions of the SU-CanRaw model

we observe that first, they are more complex with increased variance and without a clear separation between

neighboring models. The above results in an advantage for recognition since they are adapted on the exact
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data. However their correspondence to the clear directionsof phonetic annotations (Fig. 5.5(e)) is out of the

question. Finally, note that the SU-CanRaw framework concerning transitions-posturessees actually no data

apart from a 10% of the dataset to train the dynamic-static statistics.

6.4.4 Unseen Signer and Signer Adaptation

In this section examine first the recognition performance ofthe system while keeping data from a single

signer completely unknown (unseen) and second the case of signer adapted models for the movement-

position cue. The experiments are conducted on the GSL Kinect Lemmas Dataset (see Section 1.3), which

consists of 94 signs and 5 realizations per sign from 5 different signers (A, B, C, D, E). We have employed as

features the movement-position cue for the dominant and non-dominant handwithouthandshape information

which was not available at the time.

Unseen Signer:In the experiments depicted in Figs. 6.8(a),6.8(b) we have kept the data from Signer-

E only for testing (unseen). For the training of the models wehave employed data from Signers A to D.

Specifically, we have conducted evaluations while gradually employing more signers for training of the

visual-phonetic subunit models. This is depicted in the x-axis of Fig. 6.8 where we vary the employed

signers (sets are: A, A,B, A,B,C, A,B,C,D) during training.In these experiments we are comparing all

visual-phonetic subunit models SU-DD, SU-P, SU-CanRaw, SU-Can (see legend).

As we observe in Figs. 6.8(a),6.8(b) by increasing the signers employed during training the recognition

performance is increased. This is not the case for the SU-CanRaw the performance of which remains un-

affected because SU-CanRaw models employ very few data for training, and are kind of immune w.r.t. the

different signers. This is expected as visual-phonetic subunit models (except from SU-CanRaw) become

more signer independent when we increase the number of signers seen during training (multi-train scenario).

In addition we observe that SU-Can models outperform all theothers even thought no data from the tested

signer has been employed during training. However we observe that the recognition performance is low

indicating the difficulty of the unseen signer task as well asdue to the lack of handshape information.

Signer Adaptation via SU-Can Models:In experiments depicted in Fig. 6.9 we employ a single signer

out of five. However each time only a subset of signs is incorporated during training and the rest of the signs

are kept unseen i.e. only for testing. The above experimental process is initialized with a minimum number

of signs. We then gradually increase the number of signs employed during training from 10 to 70 out of 94,

this is depicted in the x-axis in Fig.6.9. Furthermore we have employed all visual-phonetic subunit models

SU-DD, SU-P, SU-CanRaw, SU-Can (legend).

As we observe in Figs.6.9(a),6.9(b) by employing the SU-CanRaw models the recognition performance

is independent from the number of signs employed for training as for the construction of SU-CanRaw models

we don’t use any data for training. Furthermore we observe that by employing SU-DD and SU-P models the

recognition performance is very sensitive to the number of signs utilized during training. The recognition

performance increases rapidly as we increase the number of signs of the training set. This is expected as

by increasing the number of signs the SU-DD and SU-P models are over-trained and tend to become very

signer specific without the ability for signer generalization. In contrast, by employing the SU-Can models
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Figure 6.8: Recognition Experiments in Kinect Lemmas Database (see Section 1.3). Comparison of Data-

Driven (SU-DD), Phonetic-based (SU-P), Canonical Raw (SU-CanRaw) and Canonical (SU-Can) subunits.

(a) Sign Accuracy, (b) Penalized Sign Accuracy (PenAcc). x-axis corresponds to the variation on the number

of Signers employed for training the subunits.

we observe that recognition performance is not affected from the number of signs employed during training.

In addition by employing a small development set i.e. of only10 signs out of 94 the recognition performance

increases 12% relative compared to the SU-CanRaw models.
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Figure 6.9: Recognition Experiments in Kinect Lemmas Database (see Section 1.3). Comparison of Data-

Driven (SU-DD), Phonetic-based (SU-P), Canonical Raw (SU-CanRaw) and Canonical (SU-Can) subunits.

(a) Sign Accuracy, (b) Penalized Sign Accuracy (PenAcc). x-axis corresponds to the variation on the number

of signs employed for training the subunits.

6.5 Facial Classification and Recognition

Global AAM feature selection for head pose estimation The selection of Global AAM parameters for

the unsupervised extreme head pose(yaw, pitch)estimation is evaluated by the classification results in the
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annotated BU400 database. Between shape and texture, the former is considered more descriptive for head

pose as the relative displacements in 2D that occur in between the landmark points of the facial graph model

reflect specific 3D angles. The aforementioned relationshipis not one-to-one but we make this kind of as-

sumption for sake of simplicity. Among the eigenvectorssi for shape, those with the largest eigenvalues

λi correspond in shape variations due to changes in head pose. In order to detect extreme states (left/right,

up/down) for yaw and pitch angles, we train single-component GMMs for the extreme clusters of the cor-

responding single-dimensional feature spaces selected via the proposedunESCmethod. By observing the

modes of variation in the first and second eigenshapes, we finda correlation with head turns and nods in re-

sponse. This intuition is confirmed by the quantitative classification results in Fig. 6.10 in which we present

F-scoreresults for the extreme states(Left, Right)andNatural detection of the head turn(yaw). The pre-

sented scores correspond in various selections of shape parametersp from which the first one seems to be

more appropriate for the head turn extreme states detection. Various subsets ofp parameters are also pro-

jected in the most discriminant directions from Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Again,p(1) gives a

significant boost of approximately 25% improvement when included in the feature set. For each state, a

single-component GMM was trained and tested round-robin ina 60/40% partitioning of the available anno-

tated BU400 data. The usable frames with no occlusion and correct AAM fitting sum up in 2196 instances.

As it is shown in the classification results of Table 6.4, the shape parameterp(1) of the Global AAM is

suitable for the head turn classification task. On the other hand,p(2) is suitable for the classification of head

nodding extreme states(Front, Back)andNatural. The presented results for head nodding derived by setting

the same experimental configuration as in the head turn classification. Here, the available data consist of

2450 annotated frame instances.
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Figure 6.10: Selection of appropriate shape parameter for head turn(yaw)extreme state(Left (Lt), Natural

(N), Right (Rt)) detection. The first shape parameterp(1) is more correlated with head turns in comparison

with p(2, 3) (Left). The derived features from Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) in shape parameters

result in better F-Score whenp(1) is included in the feature set (Right).
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Shape Features LDA on p(1 : 6) LDA on p(2 : 6) p(1) p(2) p(3)

Head Front/Back 82.29 82.69 23.15 73.00 49.06

Head Left/Right 81.19 58.95 77.19 46.52 45.00

Table 6.4: Classification accuracy on Head front/back (pitch) extreme states(Back, Front)plusNatural and

Head left/right (yaw) extreme states(Back, Front)plusNatural. The classification experiments repeated with

various Global AAM shape feature sets in order to evaluate feature selection.

Classification of local facial actions with Local AAMs We carry out classification experiments on iso-

lated facial actions such as the eye brow raising/frowning,mouth gestures, eyes opening/closing in order to

evaluate the efficacy of the proposed combined Global and Local AAM facial modeling and features when

incorporating facial linguistic information; Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) on the appearance feature

space, which is the concatenation of the shape and texture ones, results in compactness and discrimination

among the classes we consider. The final feature vector contains theNf = (Nq)/2 most discriminant LDA

components whereNq is the number of the input PCA components plus the pose parameters. We conduct

three independent classification experiments, like the onepictured in Fig. 6.11.(a),(b), in order to evaluate

the proposed feature sets, based on the annotations that come with the BU400 database. The facial param-

eters we classify are (T1) the eye brows position (raised, lowered), (T2) the aperture of the eyes (opened,

closed) and (T3) the state of the mouth region (closed, opened, tongue out, etc.). The raw PCA coefficients

are compared to the LDA ones. The global features are compared with the local ones. In each taskTi, there

areNi classes (N1 = 4, N2 = 6, N3 = 8) corresponding to the levels of the measured action in the BU400

annotation. The available data are incorporated round-robin into complementary train, test (60% vs 40%)

sets for cross-validation rounds. The results in Fig. 6.11.(c) verify that LAAMs treat local changes more

accurately thanGAAMs. The average results for LAAMs lead to 8% overall increase when compared with

the Global only features.

6.5.1 Unsupervised Recognition of Facial Cues: Pose, Eye, Mouth

6.5.1.1 UnESC vs Supervised Classification vs Kmeans on SL

Next, we present experiments on the BU database which has facial cue annotations. First, we compute the

face tracking on the non-occluded video frames (23.8% of total frames), using a subject-specific trained

GAAM. The experiment is applied on the frames that result on low AAM tracking error. The resulting

M = 2196 frames (13% of total) are annotationed for face poseright, slightly-right, slightly-left andleft.

UnESC: For pose detection over the yaw angle we use the first most important eigenshape of GAAM.

We apply the UnESC method on the usable frames for various SPThres values and consider theright and

left labels as extreme and theslightly-right, slightly-left as neutral. The SPThres denotes the position of

the threshold as a percentage of the axis range, thus it controls the spreading of the central region with

simultaneous shrinking of the edge regions. By setting a large range of SPThres values, we conduct729
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Figure 6.11: Feature space of the dominant classes (CLd-Lowered,CRd-Raised,CSL-Slightly Lowered) in

the eye brows position classification task. The corresponding distributions projected on the most discriminate

directions of the LDA feature space (Left). Classification accuracy over all tasks (Right).

experiments. Assuming that the number of feature points selected during thefeature selectiontraining step

areN = Nleft + Nneutral + Nright, the testing set consists of the restM − N frames for each experiment.

Supervised:For the Supervised Classification we partition the feature space in 3 clusters (left, neutral,

right) according to the manual annotations. Subsequently, we apply uniform random sampling on these

annotated sets in order to equalize them w.r.t. the number ofdata points -Nleft, Nneutral, Nright - to

the ones chosen by the UnESC cluster selection. These pointsare then employed to train one Gaussian

distributions per annotation cluster.

K-means: Thereafter, we apply K-means clustering on the initial feature space requiring3 clusters.

Similar as above we once again equalize the employed number of data pointsNleft, Nneutral, Nright that

are used to train the Gaussian models. Test sets are equally sized in all cases.

Comparison: Figure 6.12 illustrates the ROC curve of the averaged for right and left extreme poses

precision and recall percentages for all experiments, along with the percentages separately for 3 selected

ones, for all three methods. Additionally, Table 6.5 demonstrates6 the results of6 selected experiments,

along with the training set percentage after the cluster selection. The UnESC key concept indicates that it is

not necessary to detect all the frames corresponding to a facial event; it is rather essential that all the extreme

state detections to be correct. This explains the high precision percentages, whilst other methods dominate

on the recall percentages.

6.5.1.2 Application to Multiple Person Database of Static Images

We also apply the UnESC method on the IMM database for pose detection over the yaw angle. This database

consists of static images of40 persons, with6 images per person and includes pose annotation. As shown

in Table 6.6, by selecting SPThres values in the range25 − 45%, we result in Fscore values in the range of

95.2− 96.3%. Even though the task is easier, since the IMM database has more clear extreme poses than SL
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Figure 6.12: UnESC vs Supervised classification vs K-means.Left: ROC of averaged over right and left pose

percentages for different values of SPThres.Right: Precision and recall average percentages for 3 selected

experiments.

UnESC Supervised Kmeans Training

SPThres Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec Set

23.3 83.7 80.8 68.4 93.5 65.2 88.9 6.8

25.0 82.9 81.9 69.3 91.7 65.6 88.6 6.9

26.7 88.5 75.7 71.2 90.4 64.8 88.8 6.9

31.7 80.5 86.3 70.5 90.1 65.2 88.8 7.9

33.3 79.2 86.4 67.9 93.2 64.6 89.5 8.3

38.3 82.5 82.1 68.0 93.5 64.9 89.3 8.2

Table 6.5: Precision, recall and training set percentages of experiments UnESC vs. Supervised Classification

vs. Kmeans Classification of pose over yaw angle on BU database.

videos, these results indicate the subject-independency of UnESC. Additionally, this experiment strengthens

the fact that UnESC requires only a few initial points to train the probabilistic models.

6.5.2 Incorporation of Facial Cues

The incorporation of facial cues information concerns the presented detections of facial cues and their as-

sumed correlation with selected linguistic phenomena, as described in Section 6.5.1. After the approaches

and the qualitative results presented therein we focus on supplementary quantitative supporting arguments.
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SPThres
Average Training

Prec Rec Set

25 93.9 98.4 1.9

30 95.1 95.2 2.2

35 93.7 98.5 2.1

40 94.6 96.3 2.2

45 95.2 97.5 3.6

Table 6.6: Precision, recall and training set percentages of UnESC method for various values of SPThres on

IMM database for pose.

Experimental Configuration

We employ the incorporation of facial cues for the detectionof both low-level and high-level linguistic

phenomena. The first category includes the sign and sentenceboundaries. These are provided from the

standard annotation of the Dicta-Sign Corpus ( [64, 40]). The second refers to the events of alternative

construction and enumeration (Section 6.5.1). These are based on our own small-scale annotations via

standard annotation tools [67]. The facial cues, classifiedby the UnESC method to be tested are the pose

variation over the yaw, pitch and roll angle, the head’s vertical translation and the left eye open/close. The

following experiments are applied to parts from ContinuousGSL corpus (subject 012B, Task-4). Due to the

occlusion of the right eye from the signer’s hair, we only usethe left eye facial cue that has a more robust

AAM tracking. The UnESC method, as analyzed in Section 4.3.1.2, deals with single dimensional feature

spaces of facial cues that lack manual annotation. The method manages to classify the feature space in 3

discrete clusters: the two edge clusters represent the extreme states of the facial event; the middle one is

either neutral or undefined state.

Detection, Loose Match and Recall PercentagesWe transform the extreme states detections of a facial

cue to the detection of their transitions. For example, in the facial event of the pose variation, we need to

detect the exact point at which the eye state changes from onecondition to another. Assuming three discrete

clusters with labels− extreme-1, neutralandextreme-2− the dynamic transitions detection consists of their

six combinations. The dynamic transitions’ labels are assigned at each frame with a different detection than

the previous frame. Figure 6.13 shows an example of dynamic transitions. The comparison of the detection

vs. annotation boundaries cannot be accurate, due to the possible lack of synchronization between them.

This is due to 1) the subjective manual annotations and 2) thepossible detection error. We apply a window

(with sizes[1, . . . , 5]) aiming on a relaxed comparison of the annotated vs. detected boundaries. For each

experiment we compute the resulting confusion matrix. Nevertheless, we are interested only in the recall

percentages since we do not assume that for each positive detection there should be present the phenomenon

in question.
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Figure 6.13: Dynamic transition detection states of a single dimensional facial cue.
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Figure 6.14: Mean Recall Percentages of detections vs. low level phenomenon.

We consider the cases of sign and sentence boundaries. Figure 6.14 shows the mean over all window

sizes[1, 5] recall percentages of each facial cue per phenomenon and vice versa. We observe that the eye

facial cue is suitable for these phenomena. The next best twocues are pitch angle pose variation and vertical

translation. These are related since the up/down pose variation implies the head translation over the vertical

axis. In addition to that, the left eye open/close is relatedto the pose variation over the pitch angle, since

when the subject is looking down, the state of the eye can be wrongly detected as closed. We do not assume

that only a single facial cue could sufficiently describe thesign and sentence boundaries. We can rather

observe that theeye state, the head’s vertical translation and the pose variation over pitch and roll angles

demonstrate relation to the referred phenomena.
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Figure 6.15: Mean Recall Percentages of detections vs. highlevel phenomena.

High Level Phenomena

We continue similarly to the previous, with the higher levelphenomena of alternative construction and enu-

meration. Figure 6.15 shows the mean recall percentages of the usage of each facial cue per high level

phenomenon.

Thealternative constructionphenomenon is best described by the pose over the roll angle and the vertical

translation. Pose over yaw angle also has a fair performanceon the event detection, as opposed to the pose

over pitch angle. Secondly, we observe that theenumerationphenomenon is best described by the pose

variation over pitch angle. The rest of the facial cues sharepoor performance. Table 6.7 summarizes the

suitability of the application of each facial cue for the lowlevel and high level phenomena.

Low Level Phenomenon High Level Phenomenon

Sign Sentence Alternative

Facial Cue Boundary Boundary Construction Enumeration

Pose over Yaw �

Pose over Pitch ♦ ♦ X

Pose over Roll � � X �

Vertical Translation ♦ ♦ X

Left Eye X X

Table 6.7: Ratings of the facial cues suitability over the low level and high level phenomena detection.

Ratings per symbols:X = 1 (best),♦ = 2, � = 3, empty cells for combinations with worst ratings.
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Figure 6.16: Sample of continuous signing utterance: “TOMORROW I ARRIVE ATHENS” from the GSL

Continuous Phrases Dataset (see Section 1.3). Arrows indicate each transition.

6.6 Concluding remarks

Via the conducted experiments we have provided quantitative results on all aspects addressed in the previous

chapters. Next, we highlight indicative outputs of the automatic visual processing and recognition frame-

work: 1) The statistical properties of the subunit models provide sign space statistics. 2) Subunit and/or

Sign level decoding output for the processed datasets, for multiple cases of subunit types and for either the

Lemmas Corpus, the Continuous Corpus or the Kinect demo oriented datasets. See for instance the sub-

unit decoding output employing SU-CanRaw models (Table 6.8) in the utterance “TOMORROW I ARRIVE

ATHENS” (Fig. 6.16) from the newly acquired database GSL Continuous Phrases Dataset.Pi correspond

to SU-CanRaw posture subunits,Ti to SU-CanRaw transition subunits for the dominant hand,TLi to SU-

CanRaw transition subunits for the non-dominant hand,MB − Ti − Tj to a transition of both hands and

HC1 to a subunit when the hands are in touch. 3) The above procedures and framework give rise to the

construction of data-driven lexica. 4) These lexica can be seen from multiple aspects depending on the em-

ployed features and subunits. For instance they can accountfor movement-position PDTS-phonetics labels,

data-driven handshape clusters and unsupervised detections of facial events. Facial events have been listed

and discussed in D4.5 deliverable [10]. While aspects of thesubunit decoding and lexicon outputs have been

employed for the case directional verbs and context modeling [10]. Also the sign recognition framework’s

outputs could be further employed for the advancement of thesemi- or automatic annotation tools and soft-

ware (Deliverable D5.4 [63], [30,31,67]). Finally, recognition outputs are exploited in the Sign-Wiki (WP7)

and the Project Demonstrator (WP8).
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Start-Frame End-Frame SU Decoded

0 13 P12

14 37 T39

38 47 P30

48 53 P18

54 56 TL14

70 78 MB-T32-T18

79 81 TL17

81 91 P28

92 108 HC1

109 122 MB-T2-T16

123 140 P12

Table 6.8: Subunit decoding output from the utterance in Fig.6.16 employing SU-CanRaw visual-phonetic

models.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The contributions of our work for the third year of the Dicta-Sign project include results concerning the:

1) Processing of New Sign Language Corpora:by incorporation of the newly acquired Dicta-Sign Con-

tinuous Corpus data for temporal segmentation, statistical modeling and automatic recognition. To this we

should add as well the requisite visual front-end processing (motion, handshape, face). 2)Statistical Contin-

uous SL Recognition Framework:Advancement of statistical subunit modeling for recognition by addressing

the fusionof multiple cues and modalities, introducingphonetic-based subunitsand accounting formultiple

signers.

Highlights from the main results include the following:

1. The incorporation of phonetic information via a compact HMM-based formulation, leading to the

PDTS phonetics-based subunits. This incorporation results in phonetically meaningful subunits com-

pared to the data-driven subunits [48, 57]. For instance in the GSL Lemmas Corpus (945 signs) the

accuracy of phonetics-based subunit approaches reached 63%. In the Kinect GSL Lemmas dataset (94

signs) the accuracy of the more advanced phonetics-based subunit approach reached 86% accuracy.

2. The introduction of the raw/canonical (SU-CanRaw,SU-Can) phonetic subunit models, again based

on HMMs. These retain phonetic information while keeping the model space more clean compared

to the phonetics-based models. These encapsulate our previously introduced dynamic-static data-

driven statistics in order to provide sequential structural initialization. Moreover via the raw/canonical

phonetic subunit models we are able to deal with multiple signers by building signer invariant and

signer adapted subunit models for the movement-position cue. The SU-CanRaw models lead to 4%

and 10% absolute increase when compared to SU-P and SU-DD models respectively. In addition the

signer adapted SU-Can models lead to 20% absolute increase when compared to SU-CanRaw models

for the unseen signer experiment.

3. The introduction of the unsupervised extreme states classification approach with application to facial

cues, in the absence of any facial annotations. The method isbased on the Global-Local AAM ap-

proach and is applied for multiple cases of facial cues, as for instance the eyes, the mouth, facial pose,
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head movement, showing quite intuitive qualitative results. Furthermore performance is compared

with supervised variants in data with facial annotations leading to promising quantitative results.

4. The fusion of multiple cues/modalities: i) First, via theincorporation of handshape information, in

terms of handshape based subunits. The fusion of handshape information leads to 20% absolute in-

crease compared to the movement-position only cue. The above fusion in the GSL Continuous Corpus

reached 52% and 51% accuracy and 61% and 54% correct for the Tasks 4 and 2a respectively. ii) Sec-

ond, we have explored the incorporation of multiple facial cues via their relations with linguistic

phenomena. iii) Third, we have incorporated the non-dominant hand information.

5. The introduction of supplementary evaluation measures that provide a deeper understanding and inter-

pretation of the recognition results.

6. The systematic and extensive experimental evaluation and application of all approaches (and combina-

tions) in various parts of the Continuous Dicta-Sign GSL corpus, as well as on supplementary datasets,

as the GSL Lemmas corpus and the Kinect acquired Lemmas and Phrases datasets.

The outputs and by-products of the whole visual processing and continuous recognition framework in-

clude the tracking, visual segmentation and visual featureextraction, the intra-sign phonetic segmentation of

signs in accordance with the ground-truth phonetics, the construction of a data-driven phonetic lexicon for

both the lemmas and the continuous corpus, the decoding and the temporal segmentation of continuous sign

language video streams given the previously built lexicon,the application of the above to parts of the data

and for the case of multiple signers including signer adaptation.

During the third year and over the whole Dicta-Sign project duration (as also shown in D2.1 and D2.2

Deliverables of WP2) we have focused on challenging and major issues in the field of continuous sign

language modeling and recognition, by addressing multipleaspects: movement, handshape, face, subunits,

integration and fusion, temporal segmentations, automatic decoding and lexicon construction. All results

are quantitatively supported and are justified in a step-by-step analysis providing in this way an intuitive

companion of the experiments; the latter have been conducted for multiple types of sign language data.

Indeed, the research field is still open and all aspects require further exploration. Nevertheless, with all the

above we have made several advances and contributed a few cornerstones which open perspectives useful

for future research.
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